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WAR IS INVINCIBLE

invested during the game.

HYPERBOREA

Each player has his own mini-board which
shall be used to program his actions and
to advance in the technologies. With the

CONFLICT IN A FANTASY KINGDOM
One upon a time …
Once upon a time, in the Fantasy Kingdom
of Hyperborea, lived different factions that
were always at war, one against the other.
Magicians were finally able to create a magical “barrier” to keep them separated and the
six existing factions lived in peace for many
years. But the magical forces that created
that barrier fell with times and populations
were again free to leave their settlements
and to explore other zones of the World.
War arose again...
I have to say that I do not like Fantasy games
very much, even if I know that “dressing” a
good game in a Fantasy “suit” sometimes is
chosen only because it helps to sell more
boxes. The best example is still Dungeon
and Dragons (formerly Chainmail, a classic
war game about medieval battles) so editing a fantasy game is still a good booster for
games companies. So I must confess that I
initially approached Hyperborea with this
kind of bias in mind.

Pietro Cremona

Asterion Games has surprised me and all
the players with high quality components,
including 60 wonderful plastic miniatures
(each faction has a different miniature and
color). The board must be composed before
play using part of the 30 big heavy cardboard hexes (85 mm): the form of the board
and the number of hexes depend by the
number of players. All configurations are
pretty balanced but the one for 5 players
has two sides longer than the others, and
this may be a slight advantage for 2 of the
players if the distribution of cities and ruins
is not balanced, as we will see later. Every
faction has a “Basic Territory” (composed of
3 connected hexes) and each of them may
be played in two ways: the front face is used
for the standard “Invasion” game and the
back face for the “Faction War” game (more
of this point later). A summary table for the
Advanced Technology cards was not included so I created one for my use (available to
everybody that will write to me). For what
I heard Asterion Press later included copies of this table that may be useful to know
which cards and resources may be selected/

A very interesting Civilization game with a „cube building“
basic mechanism

standard game every faction has the same
initial resources, while in the “Faction” game
each people has his own characteristics: at
the set-up they may select between two
different “faction cards” who have different
resources and abilities (more power when
attacking, better use of the cubes, easiest
purchase of technologies, etc.).

The box contains also a lot of different materials and the complete list of them is not interesting for this review, but I have to mention at least the 36 round “development
counters” that will help to rise the technology tracks of the players (to be randomly
placed on the main board and collected
during the game) and the 4 decks of “Technology cards”. Finally we have 144 colored
wooden cubes to be used for the actions.
The only minor components’ defect that we
may point is on the colors selected for some
the cubes, as the tonality of red, green and
gray may be confused with those of violet,
blue and green: if you have the possibility to
extract cubes from other games I suggest to
do this in order to have more “decide” tonalities (I exchanged those cubes with the ones
of Lookout’s Merkator).
After the first test of the game I called HYPERBOREA mechanics with the name of
“CUBE BUILDING” and I will explain why...
later on!
The game is won if the following conditions
are met:
- Collect 12 gems
- Purchase 5 Advanced Technology Cards
- Have all your units on the main board
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The SHORT Game ends when ONE of those
conditions is met: the INTERMEDIATE game
needs TWO conditions and the EXTENDED
game ALL THREE. Who and how many
players meet the conditions is not important: if, for example, a player buys his fifth
Advanced Technology on the “short” game
you immediately stop playing and you pass
to the VP calculation.

OUR REVIEW

ing from a Mountain hex to another Mountain hex cost only 1 MP. Again it is important
to memorize very well those costs to avoid
problems during the game: is not so easy
to move in Hyperborea because the Movement Actions are not too many, so it is necessary to optimize their use.

HOUSE RULE: after a few games we decided
at the unanimity that this rule had to be
modified in order to allow ALL the players
to play the same number of turns. Therefore
we stated that “the game end IMMEDIATELY
only if it is the last player of the turn that meet
the necessary conditions: otherwise the turn
must be completed”. I strongly recommend
this modification as the VP calculation is
more balanced.
... AND ONE DAY PEOPLES STARTED A
NEW MIGRATION...
After having randomly composed the
board (the central hex tiles are face down
and nobody knows which terrain they will
show) each player place 3 units on his “base”
and pick up ONE CUBE per color (blue, red,
green, yellow, orange and violet) plus an extra cube of his choice and put all of them in
the bag that has the same color of his people. This initial choice is already important
as the cubes are used for the actions and
each color has a different influence, so the
players have to decide which initial strategy
they will select before pick-up the seventh
cube.
GREEN cubes are used for movements on
the board, REDs are necessary to fight, VIOLETs to recruit new units, ORANGEs to advance on the technology tracks, YELLOWs
to gain Victory Points (VP) and BLUE to purchase the Technology Cards. There are also
GREY cubes in the game that a player must
take when he buys a new Technology card
but those cubes are normally a “weight” for
the players, similarly to the “Deck Building”
games with useless cards, as they reduce
the number of the actions that may be performed in a turn.
The hexes shows different terrains and each
type has a cost: to enter a DESERT tile the
units have to spend only 1 Movement Point
(MP), while entering a WOOD will cost 1
MP extra. Exiting a SWAMP hex will cost 1
MP extra while entering or exiting from a
Mountain costs 1 MP extra. Those costs are
cumulative, so exiting from a Mountain to
enter a Wood, for example, will cost 3 MP.
Moving from one hex to another of the
same terrain does not cost extra MP: pass-
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Many hexes have “cities” and/or “ruins”:
each city has icons that show which kind
and how many actions can be done entering it. Each ruin hosts a certain number of
“Development counters” and one dark gray
GHOST miniature to protect those treasures. There are three kind of ruins: Bronze
(that contain 1 counter), Silver (two counters) and ONLY ONE gold (with 3 counters).
After having paid the cost to enter a specific
Hex the player may decide to immediately
enter an empty city of that hex (if it is still
free) in order to use its actions. Alternatively
he may attack the Ghost of a ruin in order
to collect one development counter of his
choice and use the related bonus. Those bonus include extra cubes, extra movements,
technological advances, new units, etc.
Each player starts the game with a personal
board, 7 cubes and 3 units (miniatures) already on the board, on his initial Territory.
The personal boards are all identical and
show 6 Technology tracks and 12 Actions
tracks (two for each color): they all have 2
cases with the exception of the Advanced
Technology tracks (Blue) which have 3 cases. Each case is colored (same colors as the
cubes) or has a multicolor symbol. Players
place their cubes on those cases, matching
the colors, and when a track is completed
a bonus is assigned (movements, attacks,
new units, fortresses, advancement on the
technology tracks, gems, etc.) which may be
combined or added to the actions received
entering the cities. The two blue tracks will
allow you to purchase the Advanced Technology CARDS.
Six round markers are also placed on the
Technology tracks of the personal board
(do not confuse these tracks with the two

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

40 Lines for Meeples
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

Without a clever game designer there would
be no thrilling games.
But not many consumers know this and in
many lists of the community the company or
the merchant are named as a seal of quality
and trust instead of the game designer, see
BBG, for instance.
This should and must change! As for books,
music or films the creative author should be
in focus, not the commercial company, just
take a look at the lists of News or Spiegel, they
ignore our games because of their meaninglessness.
Our contribution to change this situation is
our game designer meeting, which is always
held in Vienna on the Weekend of the Donauinselfest.
And then there is our game designer competition, the winning game is published by the
Games Museum to present the author and
his game to a wider public.
The most successful game so far was PORT
ROYAL, our winner from 2013, and we are
curious about the ideas of our designers for
2015. Everybody comes to the designer meeting, entries in the designer competition must
come from Austrians or from designers living
in Austria!
We especially want to support Austrian designers!
Our database LUDORIUM shows many games
there, come over and look,
http://www.ludorium.at
If you like our WIN, become a subscriber! We
have a PayPal account, so the payment of € 6
for a one-year-subscription is safely and easily
done, see http://www.gamesjournal.at
Our Games Companion GAME BY GAME 2015
is available, http::/www.spielehandbuch.at
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already discussed for the purchase of “advanced technology” cards): the players
must place one marker on case 3 of a track
of their choice, a second one on case 2 of a
different track and third one on case 1 of another track. During the games those markers will move from left to right and when
they reach the fourth or the sixth (and last)
case new cubes are permanently assigned
to the players’ reserve (bag). Here again the
choice of which technology to boost from
the beginning will determine the strategy
of the players: for that reason before assigning the markers I recommend to deeply
examine the territories near your base to
understand which advantages you may
have in conquering them before the arrival
of your opponents. Sometimes it is better to
rush and conquer, while in other situations
it is recommended to settle and grow before leaving the Initial territory.
... AND THEY MET OTHER FACTIONS: LIVE
IN PEACE OR FIGHT? ...
Did you follow until now? Well, as it is time
to start the game: all players must randomly
take THREE cubes from their bag, placing
them on their personal board. On his turn
each player MUST place all the cubes on
some tracks or discard them: normally only
the grey cubes are discarded if you do not
have Advanced Technology Cards that allow you to use them. After having placed
the 3 cubes each player MAY use his units
to enter a city or a ruin and therefore acquire extra actions, cubes, etc. Every city has
icons that explain what they offer to their
owner: Movement Points (MP), Technology advances, Battle points, etc. All those
“potential” actions are cumulative and the
player decides if and when to use them:
for example if you get 2 Movement Points
(MP) from your personal board and 1 MP + 2
Technology advances from the main board
it is up to you to decide if you wish to move
some of your units for as total of 3 MP and to
advance a marker 2 cases on your Technology tracks; or to move first one unit in another city, collect its “action” and then move
two other units, etc.
All the units used to get actions INSIDE cities are the laid down: they cannot be used
again until you “restore” your hand. All units
OUTSIDE cities remain standing and may be
used later in the turn. When a player decides
to stop doing actions he randomly draw 3
new cubes from his bag and place them on
his personal board: now he, and his opponents, knows which action will be available
next turn (and may start to think about the
better way...).
NOTE: If the bag contains at least one cube
you must sort it and put it on your board.
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As you remember we started the game
with only 6+1 cubes so you have to collect at least another 2 extra cubes in order
to be able to play the THIRD round at full
strength. Sometimes players forget the importance of adding those two new cubes to
their bag during round 1 and 2, so they will
play round 3 with just ONE cube and with
really few possibilities.
If the bag is empty you RESTORE your hand:
all your units are again available (all standing) and all the cubes of the already completed tracks on your personal board are
send back to the bag. You may now draw
the usual 3 cubes for the next turn. You are
allowed to discard inside the bag cubes
from unfinished tracks (not a good move,
unless you really need a particular color!):
this a voluntary decision that you must take
before drawing the 3 cubes.
In principle the bag should always contain
a multiple of 3 cubes in order to play a full
hand every turn: it is allowed to count the
cubes inside the bag but not... to look at
their color. You now understand that if you
need a particular action you MUST HAVE
the cubes of the related colors; and to get
those cubes you need to advance on the
right Technology track; and to advance here
you should do the right actions on the cities of main board; and... ok, I think that it is
clear now!!!
Like most of the “Deck building” card games
here you must try to “balance” your reserve
of cubes with a good mix of colors. Sometimes is better to avoid to acquire extra cube
of a color (even if they are cheap or easy to
collect) when you have already enough of
them in your reserve: try to collect also the
other colors. Having too many cubes in your
bag means also that you will not be able to
RESTORE too often and you risk to be attacked when you cannot defend because
all your units are already spent. Less cubes
means that you may “rotate” them quickly
and that the necessary colors will be available soon.
But how can we get those damned cubes?
When your technology marker reach case
“4” you may collect ONE new cube of that
color and add it to your bag. Put your
marker back to “0”. You may also decide to
advance instead to case “6” where you will
get TWO cubes of that color: then, again,
the marker goes back to “0”. From our experience very often it is better to take only
ONE cube and then concentrate on another
track instead of going up to case “6”. This
depends of course of your general strategy,
but remember that a balanced number of
cubes for each color will allow you to be
more flexible.

After a few turns your population probably
has grown enough and some units already
moved to the border of your Territory (note
that the face down tiles must be revealed
as soon as a unit is adjacent to them): now
you know exactly which terrains surround
your Initial Territory and you may decide if
you prefer to hunt new treasures from ruins
or to reach some interesting cities. Units of
different factions may live together on the
same hex, especially if they found an agreement on the use of cities/ruins. But sometimes diplomacy is not enough and you
must search for stronger “arguments”. It is
therefore time to look at the “battle” tracks
of your board: each icon with a “sword” will
grant ONE Attack Point (AP): combining MP
and AP you may advance with your units
in a territory and attack the enemy: each
sword eliminate a unit. Attacking is normally used to enter a city or a ruin or... to reduce
the number of migrants that are advancing towards your border! When you move
your units on the main board your goal is
always to find some new cities to exploit, in
order to advance on the technology tracks,
or ruins to explore to find GEMS (each gem
means 1 VP) or bonuses.
When you kill a Ghost you keep it on your
board and you will get some VP at the
game’s end: 1 Ghost = 1 VP; 2 Ghosts = 3 VP;
and so on.
When you kill an enemy unit you capture
it and keep it on your board: you cannot
capture a second unit of that color until
you have at least one of every color (a very
unlikely event). Each captured unit will give
you 1 VP.

If you are playing the “Factions” game you
have to know which are the differences: the
RED player, for example, may easier get AP
and quickly increase his population, so his
main attitude will be to attack, destroy and
occupy cities; GREEN is faster in moving as
his units ignore the penalties of the difficult
terrains so, as an example, the mountain

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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barrier that your opponent thought was so
protective... can be easily bypassed; BLUE
has an advantage on getting new technology cards and their bonus; ORANGE may
use grey cubes as they were “orange” or exchange them for a color of his choice; YELLOW may exchange gems to get immediate
advantages (draw 3 extra cubes, double
movement get 3 technology advances);
VIOLET may kill a Ghost and transform it in a
unit of his color.
A lot of discussions arose on the net in the
last few months about the relative strength
of each Faction and, of course... each color
was the strongest one for some or the
worse one for others: as it usually happens
with this kind of games it is very difficult to
find an answer to those claims and, more
important, it is always a questions of players. Of course if nobody attacks the REDS
they will become very powerful, or if we
allow YELLOW to get all the gems that he
may reach... he will have so many bonuses,
and so on! What I can tell is that we played
more than 20 games, that we all had a good
pleasure and that we never felt that one
faction was more powerful than the others.
My opinion is that sometimes people play
one game and immediately think that everything is clear in their mind so they have
the right to heavily criticize something that
they really do not know.
OK, let’s go on.
Last... and not least, there are the ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY CARDS: you may purchase
those cards using the two Advanced Technology tracks of your personal board (remember? The ones with three cases each!).
At the set up four decks of those cards are
placed on the board: TWO cards from each
deck are turned and showed so players
have always the choice between 8 cards.
In your turn you may even discards two of
the face up cards, replacing them with two
new cards, before deciding which one to
purchase. Each card has some information
printed on it: the usual track to fill with the
right cubes in order to gain the effect printed on the “icon” and the number of VP that
each card awards to you at the game’s end
(1 or 2 VP). Some cards have a “permanent”
effects so you may fill their track with cubes
that will never come back to the bag. This is
a difference that you should note because
your “hand” becomes lighter and, again, you
have to program this tactic well in advance
to be sure that you will have some cubes of
the right color at the right moment.
Let’s quickly look at those decks:
DECK I is oriented on Movement and Com-
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bats and we add the colors of the cases
shown on ALL the cards we get 13 red and
13 green cases, together with 5 multicolor
“jolly” cases.
DECK II is mainly used to gain Gems or to
increase the Population and has a total of
12 violet and 11 yellow cases cubes, plus 7
multicolor and 1 each for red and green.
DECK III helps in Technology with 12 orange
and 10 blue cases, together with 5 multicolor and 2 each for red and green.
DECK IV is the only one with cards which allow the player to use GREY cubes (there is in
effect at least one grey case per card). With
19 grey cases, 4 orange, 3 violet, 3 reds, 2
blue, 1 green, 1 yellow and 7 multicolor this
deck is the most flexible

OUR REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.

Please note the other players will not seat
“idle” when a very interesting card is shown
(especially those with a permanent effect),
so always look at the cubes that they have
available for their next turn and how many
are already on their Advanced Technology
tracks because sometimes you have to act
very quickly and ignore all the other actions
in order to concentrate on the purchase of a
much wanted card.
... BUT A NEW KING FINALLY TOOK THE
POWER...
We already know the three possible scenarios: Short, Intermediate and Extended.
When the conditions are met the players
need to calculate their VP in order to find
the winner.
You gain VP meeting the winning conditions, collecting gems, killing ghosts and
enemy units, and controlling territories on
the main map, adding the number of cubes
that you have at the game’s end (both inside the bag or on the action tracks).
The player with most VP will be the new
KING OF HYPERBOREA
You will not find any “innovative” mechanics in Hyperborea as this game is a mix of
“Worker Placement” (units inside cities and

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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ruins), “Deck Building” (cubes in the bag)
and “Civilization Development” (explore
and fight), with a sort of “Resource collection” (gems and cards). There is also a good
interactivity between players, as they sometimes ally against a common enemy or they
multiply the diplomatic efforts to avoid a
fight for specific objectives, and so on. The
final result is that this “mix” is good and we
appreciated very much the game.
Usually during the very first game players
are very “cautious” and they try to accumulate cubes, increase their population and
finally advance in the main map. After a
couple of games things change very much
and strategies start to define: some players
advance quickly in new territories in order
to get as many “development counters” as
they can, even if they risk to be invaded;
others prefer to calmly increase their power
and quickly advance during the “middle
game” in order to gain a permanent control
of key positions and therefore to maximize
the territorial VP; others concentrate on the
gems and try to get 12 of them quickly in
order to meet one of the victory conditions.
Collecting Advanced Technology cards is
also interesting to meet another condition.
Playing with the “Factions” also helps to differentiate the strategies, of course, as each
player will try to use his faction’s bonus at
the best.
The game is OK for 2-3-4-6 players. I still
have some “reserves” for the 5 players game
because it dependent on the initial random
distribution of tiles: if the fourth and fifth
players (the two that “lives” on the longer
sides of the map, therefore ne extra hex far
from the other three) have a good number
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of favorable tiles close to their base they
may get an initial advantage. As we mostly
played the 6 players game and we tried only
twice the 5 players scenario I am not 100%
certain of the above note, but our feeling
was decidedly that.
I am also not sure that a “perfect strategy”
can be found. Of course some of us tried the
“trick” of collecting only 9 cubes and then
place one of them on each track on the first
2-3 turns in order to remain with only THREE
cubes available to be used EVERY TURN and
EXCLUSIVELY to purchase new Advanced
Technology card and thus quickly fulfill one
of the victory conditions. This may surprise
the other players the first time and could
be devastating in the SHORT game, but
once that this trick is known the other players may easily counter it, usually creating a
“Saint Alliance” AGAINST the one who tried
it.
Hyperborea is not difficult to be learned:
the rules are short (9 pages only, plus another 7 with different summaries, examples
and tables) and can be explained in half an
hour. But the game is quite long (more or
less 25 minute per player in the intermediate scenario) because often the players
need to wait their turn before “fixing” a new
tactic or modify their basic strategy. The actions of the other players or the purchase
of some Cards may surprise even the best
programmed tactic, players therefore must
have a general strategy in mind and need to
stay on that line, but they must also adapt
every turn their tactics to the existing situation.

players and also to casual players if someone already knows the game and is available to explain the rules and to help on the
first turns. Obviously HYPERBOREA is not for
families. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: A. Chiarvesio, P. Zizzi
Artist: Miguel Coimbra und Team
Price:
Publisher: Asterion Press 2014
www.asmodee.com

PLAYERS:

2-6
AGE:

12+
TIME:

180+

EVALUATION
Civilization building, “cube” building
Users: For experts
Version: it
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good mix of familiar mechanisms * Easy to
learn * Rather long duration
Compares to:
All civilization developing games and all
games based on a deck-building mechanism
Other editions:
Asmodee, Marabunta, Yemaia

I definitely recommend this game to expert

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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take a look at the preparation for round 1
in case of four players: Player Black is in 4th
position and begins. He chooses one of the
five start-up order cards and puts it next to
his company board. Then he places as many
dice in his color from the warehouse next to
his cards as the card shows containers and
turns each die to the value depicted on the
card.

PANAMA CANAL

PANAMAX
CARGO AND PROPERTY

I have to confess that as a logistician the
game title made me curious about which
mechanism is used to mirror the daily business at this economically most important
venue in the world of transport by sea.
What is happening in Panamax?
Panamax does remind a bit of „Container“,
a game that I have reviewed back in 2008.
The topics featured in “Container” were
production, storage, sale and shipping and
auctioning of complete loads of containers,
which usually changed hands about three
times in a standard game. In Panamax each
player is the head of a shipping and conveyance company which is based in the freetrade area of Colón. Those companies accept orders from both coasts of the United
States, and also from China and Europe and
deliver cargo to earn money, attract investors and pay dividends. At the same time
players collect their own stock of shares and
try to earn as much money as possible to
Erwin Koczan
Fun for experienced players featuring an interesting and
unusual topic taken from real life.

win the game with the biggest private fortune.
How to set up the game?
In Panamax each player has his private fortune and complete control over the assets
of his company that he guides. To avoid a
mix-up between private and company assets you place all assets of the company on
the company board and everything that belongs to you is placed next to the company
board. On the company board you also
place two ships, money and share markers.
The game board is placed on the table and
on it you prepare the remaining components: Bonus cards, white dice, flag markers,
special ships, passenger tiles, and contract
cards, tiles for president premiums, movement markers, color dice and markers for
the share notation of the various companies as well as sequence markers. The game
preparations have been given a double
page of size A4 with 23 explanation clauses.
I admit that preparations may seem a bit excessive, but the clear presentation makes it
possible to sort all out much easier than one
would expect from the copious amount of
game components.
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What do you do in your turn?
In a turn you may implement one action:
Choose an order card and/or load cargo,
move ships or put into effect a market action, respectively. The market action is only
possible in combination with choosing the
die for executive action or of the marker on
the company board.
How does a market action work?
A player can buy shares. With such a share
buy the price rises by 1$. When using the
executive action die a player can raise the
price by 2$.
The course of the game?
The game is played in three rounds. In each
round every player has four turns.
A player turn starts with the selection of the
white action die. Those dice allow you to do
either a movement action (blue section) or
an order/cargo loading action (grey area).
Due to his turns a player reaches - with
cargo dice or passengers on his ships - the
end of the canal and not only receives 1$ for
each dice pip on the cargo dice, but also a
bonus card or money for his private fortune.
For transporting passengers one is paid for
with money. With money you buy shares
which enhance your private means at the
end of the round due to paying out of dividends. Bonus cards (financial advisers) give
you advantages at the end of the game.
What must be observed when moving
ships?
Ships are moved in groups through the
locks. Each lock has a capacity of four cargo
slots. If you move a ship and the capacity in
the lock is not sufficient to accept all cargo
slots the ships in front are moved forward
without using up additional movement
points for this. In other words, in auspicious
circumstances other players move my ships
with theirs.
Which advantages (bonus cards) are yielded by the various cargo slots?
When a ship with one cargo slot reaches the
end of the canal the player can take the top
Captain’s card. In case of two cargo slot a
player takes the top Stevedore card, which
gives advantages in loading cargo or the
fees for cargo. In case of three slots you can
choose a Financial Advisor card from the
stack. Those cards, at the end of the game,
either earn you additional money.
To make the course of actions clearer, let’s
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He loads his dice onto his available ships.
He uses his ship with 2 cargo slots and
constructs another ship with one cargo
slot which he also loads up. Both ships are
placed into the blue waiting zone in USA
East.

As all dice of the order cards were loaded up
and this the order is completely filled, Black
receives the flag marker for USA East and
puts the marker on his company board.

The next player in turn for preparations is
Green. He chooses this start-up order card
and places two dice next to the card. He
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uses his ship with two cargo slots and loads
it up in the Loading Zone of China. He receives the flag marker for China und puts it
on his company board. On the placement
case there is the market symbol which enables the player to buy shares. Green decides to buy one share of his company. The
price is 6$ which he pays from his private
money. Now Green owns two shares and
the price raises by 1$ to 7$.

Player Yellow choses a start-up order card
from the Loading Zone USA West with two
dice (4/4) and loads up his own ship with
two cargo lots. Therefore he receives the
flag marker for USA West which he places
on his company board.

As the final player Red prepares the first
round: He chooses the start-up order card
for USA West with two dice (5/1), loads up
his own ship in the Loading Zone USA West
and receives the Flag Marker USA West.
Player Red has the Financial Advisor Card
“Foreign Accounts”, for which a player, at
the end of the game, can add the complete
company money to his private money in
case the player’s company did pay out dividends in the final round of the game. Red
buys a share of the Black company with the
market action. The price for the Black shares
rises to 7$.

8
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With this all players have finished preparations and Player Red begins the first round
with his first turn.
Player red chooses in his first turn the executive action dice (4) from the gray section
order cards, takes the order card, takes three
dice of his color from the warehouse and
places those three cargo dice next to his
order card. He builds a ship of his company
with three cargo slots and loads it up with
one container in the Loading Zone USA
West. The cost the company pays is 7$ for
this ship. He then constructs an additional
ship for his company with one slot for 5$
and loads one container on it. The third cargo die is loaded onto the Cruise ship “Game
of the Seas”.
As he has completely filled the order he receives the flag marker USA West and places
it on his company board.
Finally, he uses the free action depicted on
the board, takes a cargo dice of value 2 and
places it on the railroad table.
Note: With the executive action die (4) Red
may load three cargo dice. Page 7 of the
rules states that the active player in his turn
may only load one cargo die onto any given
ship or the railroad table - therefore Red did
load up three ships!

On the game board a card is taken off the
Inbound Cargo space and placed on the
action table. You refill the Inbound Cargo
space with one card from the draw pile of
Contract cards.
Player Yellow chooses a white die (5) from
the grey area and takes the corresponding order card which he places next to his
company board. He takes a cargo die (2)
and places it on the railroad table. With this
he completes the order and takes a flag
marker for USA West, which he puts onto his
company board. O the company board the
symbol for market action is depicted. Yellow
buys a share of his company and pays 6$.
The share price of the Yellow company rises
to 7$. This ends the turn for Yellow.
Now it is the turn of player Green. He
chooses a white die from the blue area for
“movement” as he hopes that his ship will
be “pushed” by other players in the next
round. He takes “3” from the third row and
second line. He may now move his ship
across three locks and two water ways. His
ship starts from the Loading Zone China,
forms a group with the red ship in the PEDRO MIGUEL lock and moves as far as the
CULEBRA Cut.
As last player Black implements his first
game turn. He chooses the movement
action: He combines his two ships in the
Loading Zone USA East into one group and
moves the group across three water ways
and three locks. In the Culebra Cut he
took up the yellow ship into his group and
took it along as far as the Pedro Miguel
Lock.

Player Red begins his second turn with the
choice of an executive action die (3). This is
used to move his group of ships, comprising
2 ships with three cargo slots from the Loading Zone USA West over three waterways
and two slots. When entering the Culebra
Cut his group encounters another group of
ships. This is pushed forward and reaches
the Gatun Lake with his group.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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Player Yellow chooses the white die (5) for
order/load up cargo for his second turn.
He builds a ship of his company for 5$ and
loads one cargo die each onto this new ship
and the red ship in Loading Zone USA West.
He takes a flag marker USA West and puts it
onto his company board. He has now three
markers on his board and thus completed
his Financial Advisor card “Favored Nation”.
The symbol on the display case for the 3rd
marker allows him three movements for
a free action. Therefore he moves his two
ships as a group forward as far as into the
MIRAFLORES Lake.

Player Black chooses the white die (2) for
movement in this second turn. He moves
his group of ships out of the PEDRO MIGUEL
lock and moves the group over one waterway and 2 locks up the last lock before the
Atlantic Ocean.
So now all players have done two turns.
(picture see next page)
After two turns you now have a good impression of the course of the games.
What happens when all players have implemented their four turns?
When all dice have been taken from the action table the round ends and the following
actions are implemented:
1. Railroad table:
All dice of the first car are moved to the left
onto the second car. The new player order
is determined according to the sum of dice
values of players with dice in the second
car, from high to low. All dice from the second car are relocated to the platform. Each
player with at least one die on the platform
chooses a flag marker, in order of the sum of
players’ dice values of dice on the platform,
from high to low.
2. Pay Cargo Fees
Each company pays the bank for cargo fees
for each of its cargo cubes on the way and
in the canal or a Loading Zone, as indicated
in the Zone. For each cargo die in the warehouse the company pays 5$. For each Cargo
die on an order card the company must pay
4$.
3. Pay Dividends
Each company must now pay with its money dividends to players. Should the company not have enough money to pay all
dividends due, the company does not pay
dividends at all.

Player Green chooses the white die (2) for
movement for his second turn. He forms
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4. Managing Director Awards
The player who is director of the company
in highest position on the market table now
receives the premium of this round. The
money for the premium is received at the

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

end of the game: 3$ for 1st round, 5$ for 2nd
round and 7 for 3rd round.
And now for my evaluation:
Components:
The game is well and in very detailed manner equipped with clear and harmonious
components. The board is designed also in
great detail, and yet the individual elements
are presented clearly and strikingly. The ship
tiles offer room for the container dice which
represent cargo and passenger transport.
The order cards are nicely designed, too,
and comprise the most important elements
in a very attractive way.
The rules, however, are very hard to read
and some of the paragraphs in the text are
partly unintelligible, that is, you will have
to pay extra attention when reading those
paragraphs.
What gives the game its allure and challenge?
You start the game hoping that in one round
you can load a ship, transport its cargo and
reap the reward for success. This one will
be able to manage with one or maximum
two ship loads, but the real challenge of the
game and its most interesting part begins
when you manage to choose the right action at the right moment

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Gil d‘Orey und Team
Artist: Gil D’Orey, Filipe Alves
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2014
www.heidelbaer.de

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

100+

EVALUATION
Economy
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de es fr pt en it
In-game text:
Comments:
Coproduction with Mesaboardgames *
Good components * Demanding, not easily
understood rules
Compares to:
Worker placement and choice of action
games
Other editions:
Stronghold Games, HC Distribuzione

My rating:

a group with his two ships and moves the
group over one waterway and two locks
forward to the last lock before the Atlantic
Ocean.

OUR REVIEW
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In my opinion, the share business part of
the game does not offer enough compared
to transporting cargo to be considered a
working alternate strategy.
If you take a die from the lowest line in
the first or second row, shops can only be
moved over part of the distance. This dice
mechanism has consequences for ship
movement. A player who chooses a die
from the third row (top line) will have a distinct advantage, as this gives him up to for

10
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more water or lock movement than a die
from the first row (lowest line). At the end
of the round a player pays up to 4$ out of
company money for each cargo cube that
did not reach its destination, the end of the
canal.
As an alternative you could choose a die
from the grey area of the action table. But
this results in another problem: When the
cargo dice remain on the order card to the
end of the round you pay 4$ per die. When

cargo dice remain in the warehouse you
must even pay 5$ per die.
I repeat myself: It is important, to choose
the right action at the right time.
I find the game absolutely interesting and
challenging, even if the rules demand extra
attention and several read-throughs.
Definitely a recommendation to frequent
players and calculation buffs! þ
Erwin Koczan

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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SEE HUMAN HISTORY THROUGH AN INVENTOR’S EYES

PROGRESS: EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY
DISCOVER INVENTIONS AND DEVELOP YOUR TECHNOLOGY TREE
Inventions are not a fallout from heaven or
come from out of the blue. But they build
upon each other. One of the surely most important inventions of mankind is the wheel.
Just imagine how many machines and appliances would not exist today if nobody
would have invented the wheel. In this way
many inventions that appear to us today as
very simple ones are in reality crucial for our
modern high-technology world. Many generations of human history had to pass and
many clever brains have contributed that
this our history has been accompanied by
permanently made and continually more
complex inventions. And it is rather probable that future generations will be astonished about the simple technologies that
we had to be content with in our days.
In Progress players imitate this history of
humankind’s development. In several ages
we are asked to discover inventions of the
respective area and to use already made
inventions for this purpose. We start with inventions of the first age, dating from about
10.000 to 400 B.C. and end up in the third
age, the Renaissance. Each invention yields
advantages immediately and has positive
side effects - you may enhance your prestige, contribute to the strength of the armed
forces or increase the growth of population
due to the affluence achieved.
Each player works at his own „family tree“
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of inventions, thereby achieving improvements for his options for actions in the
game and simultaneously collects victory
points for a final scoring. Despite the fact
that Progress will surely generate comparisons with the game of 7 Wonders for some
players, Progress is a completely different
game. In Progress, cards are the central element of the game, too, but Progress does
not play as easily and fluently as 7 Wonders.
Upwards from a certain number of players
you must be prepared to cope with long
waiting spells till your next turn.
In the core game Progress is played over
three ages. Each age commands its own
stack of Technology cards, which is assembled individually for each game in relation
to the number of players. Each Technology card corresponds to one invention. At
the start of the game only cards from Age
I are available. Players collect those cards
in their hand and play them via actions in
their turn, meaning, they lay them out on
the table and thus discover their inventions.
Therefore there are only two basic actions
available as options for actions: Take a card
or cards or play a card or cards, but this is
possible in different versions. The playing,
that is, laying down of cards usually causes
costs, which is paid for with Knowledge as a
currency. This currency is available in three
types - Knowledge of Culture, Knowledge of
Science and Knowledge of Engineering.
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Let’s take a closer look at those Technology
cards:
First and foremost each technology card is
assigned to one of three kinds of technology: Science, Engineering and Culture - thus
being identical with the types of knowledge.
Each card has its own cost for its discovery,
those costs must be paid in one or maybe
two types of knowledge. For each type of
knowledge the card states an invention besides the “acquisition cost”. When a player
has that type of invention already on the
table he does not have to pay the acquisition costs for the card. By clever laying out of
cards you can massively reduce costs - this is
again a concurrency to 7 Wonders. When all
inventions on demand on a card are already
Bernhard Czermak
A card game with easy rules that offers strategic
possibilities but is yet governed mostly by chance. From
consideration for fellow players this is not recommended
for brooders, as with them a game might feature mainly
waiting periods.

laid out with a player he does not need to
pay anything and the invention is free. If you
manage such sequences in the best way
you have the greatest chance to win.
You can also get the information on advantages that come from discovering an
invention from the card. Those advantages
are a mixture of victory points, raise in the
prestige, armed forces or population figures
for the player, upgrades of his own options
to act and acquisition of permanent knowledge.
A card from your hand cannot only be laid
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out but can also be used as a means for payment. Therefore each card also has a “monetary” value. This monetary value is always
consisting of general knowledge that can,
so to say, be used as a joker instead of one
of the three types of knowledge. This monetary value rises with the ages up to a value
of 4, in the first age is comes to maximum 2.
And, finally, individual cards decide on the
start of a new age because they carry the
respective symbols.
For marking the raise in their personal options for actions each player holds his own
board with seven different tracks of abilities.
One of those tracks determines the number
of actions in your turn, another one the
limit for cards in your hand, and all others
upgrade a certain action. Each track has a
starting value that is identical for all players.
The raise in prestige, population and armed
forces due to an invention that was displayed is marked on a central game board,
the so-called Power Board, which features
a track for each of those characteristics. All
players mark their scores on those tracks.
As a playing aid each player is given a technology tree on which each invention is depicted with its relations and its dependency
to other inventions. This enables you to strategically plan the discovery of inventions at least in theory. The technology tree also
informs you on bonuses of cards and how
often the card is present in the deck.
At the start of the game each player receives
- in relation to his seating position to the
starting player - between 5 and 7 technology cards of the first Age, Beginning with
the starting player, the game now is played
in turns until the end of the game. The active player can do a certain number of actions in any combination of his choice - the
number of actions he can do is determined
by the ability track for number of actions on
his player board, at the start of the game
you have two actions. For each action you
have a choice from five action options. Two
of those five action options are for playing
cards and three of them are for taking cards.
The two actions for playing, that is, laying
down a card are Discover and Research.
When an invention is discovered you must
pay for the card with the knowledge stated
on the card. You lay down your cards in columns, one per type of technology, and you
should leave the card titles visible so that
you can see quickly and easily if for a new invention some knowledge must be paid for
or if is already paid by a card in your display.
When costs must be paid with knowledge
you can pay in any mixture of cards in hand
or already acquired permanent knowledge
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in the guise of knowledge tiles. Any knowledge tile you have acquired you do keep to
the end of the game, albeit only being able
to use it once in a turn for payment. If you
use cards to pay you must discard them.
When costs are paid and the card is laid out,
you immediately acquire the advantage
from the card.
If you cannot afford the cost or do not want
to pay the price you can research an invention instead of discovering it. In this case the
laying out of a card is free of charge, but the
card is not immediately available, but only
a few rounds later in the game. How many
rounds the research takes is related to the
progress on the corresponding tracks on
your player board. At the start the duration
is four rounds. You place the card that is to
be researched into a separate area and put
the currently valid number of black cubes
on the card. At the beginning of your next
turns you remove one of those cubes per
turn. When the last cube is removed the invention is considered to be discovered and
is moved into the display for discovered,
active invention. The card under research is
already counting towards payment for another invention. There is also the option of
not completing the research, you can take
back - at the beginning of a turn - an invention under research in your hand to maybe
discover them.
The number of inventions that you can have
under research is limited. For his limitation,
too, there is a track on your player board, so
that you can improve this option also in the
course of the game. At the start of the game
the value of this track is 1.
Regardless of a card being discovered or researched, you are never allowed to display
the same card twice.
Three actions enable you to acquire new
cards. For each of those actions you have a
track on your player board so that you can
improve each of those action values during
the game. The simplest way to acquire cards
is to draw them. At the start of the game you
can draw three cards. When drawing cards
you can draw them in any combination of
your choice from the draw piles or from the
discard piles of active ages. This action usually yields the most cards, but has a distinctive disadvantage: Your turn ends immediately after drawing cards.

for this action are draw one card and discard
none.
The third action is Shuffle and Draw. You
first shuffle both draw pile and discard pile
of an age into one pile and then draw the
top card. This, too, can be improved to enable you to do this multiple times and also
with different stacks.
When a player has put into effect all his
actions, he checks if he has surpassed his
limit for cards in hands and must, if necessary, discard cards. Then your turn ends and
passes to the next player.
This sequence of actions is only interrupted
when a new age begins, such a beginning
is triggered by discovering inventions. On
some of the technology cards of an age the
symbol for the next age is depicted. Depending on the number of players and the
age a certain number of such symbols must
be visible in order for the new age to begin.
As soon as the new age has begun the stack
of cards for this age is immediately open
and available. Therefore the player who triggered the beginning of the new age may
already draw from this stack in his next actions. At the start of the Age II nothing else

INFORMATION
Designer: A. Novac, A. Kopera
Artist: David Szilagyi, David J. Coffey
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: NSKN Games 2014
www.nskn.net

PLAYERS:

1-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Card management, development
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Easy rules * Chance-driven * Needs lots of
room to play
Compares to:
7 Wonders
Other editions:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Therefore there is also the action of Quick
Draw, for which - depending on the position
on the track - you draw a certain number of
cards and then discard a certain number of
cards, whereby you choose from all cards in
hand. At the start of the game the numbers

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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happens, but at the start of Age III all cards
of Age I are removed from the game, regardless if they are in the hands of players
or under research or are those in the discard
and draw piles. Should the symbols on display trigger Age IV, the game ends instantly.
At the end of the game a final scoring is
done, in which you add up the victory
points accrued during the game: Active inventions showing victory points, advancements on the tracks of your own board earn
you the number of victory points depicted
and the scoring tracks on the Power Board
are scored. For this the relative position of
players’ markers is scored. For each track the
player in the lead as well as those in second,
third and fourth position score the number
of victory points noted on the board. If you
then have most victory points, you win the
game.
Various individual elements in Progress give
a strategic touch to the game. The strategy aims at the fact that inventions build
on each other which can make discoveries
exceedingly cheap if you manage to make
your discoveries in a given, planned order. This effect can happen, but cannot be
counted on, as the element of chance has
a very big role to play here, surely too big a
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role for a strategy game. Already in the starting hand some players are at a disadvantage
or at an advantage, because not all inventions of the first age can be used as a basis
for other inventions of that age. Therefore,
if you only rarely get cards that follow on
each other and must pay most of the time
for your inventions, you are at a grave disadvantage as regards to other player who
were luckier, very often at a game-deciding
disadvantage. The game also does not put
players in the lead at any disadvantage.
Therefore the „strategy“ in the game often
comes down to not to discover invention in
a planned way, but to discover as many as
you can and to speculate on the chance of
thereby having better opportunities for free
discoveries later in the game.
For me, the biggest need for improvement
in Progress is the element of interaction.
Each player builds his own technology tree
completely independently from other players and is thus not involved in the game
while others play their turns. TO plan your
moves in advance is very rarely possible as
the cards that are discarded by the previous
player can be a deciding factor in how you
play your own turn. Therefore you usually
wait until the turn of your predecessor ends
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and then plan your move based on the current situation - which of course results in a
longer turn per player in general. And the
effect of this is that the game - depending
on the types of players involved - can get
quite long to play. So, even being intended
for up to five players, I can only recommend
it for 1 to 3 players.
But Progress has its allure all the same and
is fun to play, you only must refrain from
playing the game too strategically, because
that would not result in a happy outcome,
because the element of chance is too big
for this.
There are already expansion for the core
game, for instance a fourth Age (Industrial Revolution), famous persons and milestones, which can be played as variants of
the core game. Additional ages have been
announced, if they will be published will remain to be seen. So far, the game has only
been published in English, but there is no
text despite the names of the inventions.
A rule in German is available for download
and a German edition is announced from
Heidelberger Spieleverlag. þ
Bernhard Czermak
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PASTURE MANAGEMENT OF A DIFFERENT KIND

VOLL SCHAF
SPREAD OUT STACKED SHEEP

pasture.
So far, so good, easy and clearly structured
rules. Somehow, in a weird way, I had during
all my games of Voll Schaf, the feeling that
I was playing something rather old. The basic principle of the game and its movement
mechanism is in fact to be found in games
from the dawn of board game design.
Not a lot has been heard or seen so far of the
designer of the game, Francesco Rotta from
Italy, so one could call the game a premiere
design. With publisher HUCH! & friends and
Hutter as a distributor for the German edition the designer managed to find a publisher who commands the necessary expertise, an important factor for success and
selling numbers.
The game itself runs very smoothly, but - as
can happen with any pondering game - it
can deteriorate into a brain puzzle, especially with four players. Should you be free
of excessively pondering players, Voll Schaf
can be a fast game that sometimes only
takes ten minutes and therefore instantly
invites to play another game.
A small point of criticism is that in a game
of three players two can form an alliance
and eliminate the third one very early in the
game. Rather frustrating for the third man
out. It also has happened in a few of the
four-player games that players gang up on
the most advanced player and then decide
the victory among themselves afterwards.
When placing the pieces you should take
care not to choose an exposed position for
a starting point, because I really believe that
the choice of starting position already decides winning or losing the game. When the
pasture boards are placed, gaps are allowed
which raise the challenge of the game. Regardless of placement, there are always exactly as many pastures as there are playing
pieces, so that it is theoretically possible that
each player could place all pieces. Has never

Kurt Schellenbauer
A quickly learned game of tactical movement that can be
played by all the familyn.

about in the box haphazardly.
All in all I did like the game very well and is a
deserving award winner. þ
Kurt Schellenbauer

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Francesco Rotta
Artist: A. Femerstrand, S. Kondirolli
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Hutter Trade 2014
www.hutter-trade.com

2-4
AGE:

7+

TIME:
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EVALUATION
Place, move
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl und viele mehr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fun tactic game * Cute illustrations * Sturdy
components * Age notation questionable *
Short rules * Short playing time
Compares to:
Splits, Go
Other editions:
Splits, Battle Sheep

My rating:

Sheep and animals that can and must be
stacked are features that appear regularly in
board games in recent years. Many of those
games have also won awards in various different countries. So, why not combine those
features and use them to create a game,
especially when one can introduce an idea
that has been played for several hundred
years on boards, in the sand or on leather
sheets.
Each player is given four of the 16 pasture
boards. Each of those boards is made up
from four hexagons. Each player also receives 16 green round playing pieces depicting sheep, very cute and clever-looking
sheep, in one of four different colors. Now
players alternate to place a pasture board,
whereby each newly placed board must
touch another board already laid out with
at least one edge.
When all boards have been placed, each
player puts his stack of sheep into one of the
hexes on the resulting board, The starting
player and then all other players in turn split
their stack und move part of it in a straight
line until reaching the edge of the board or
a sheep of his own or of an opponent.
When splitting a stack you must leave a
minimum of one sheep behind and you
must move at least one sheep. You may only
move in a straight line and on each pasture,
that is, hex, there can be only one stack of
sheep. Stacks of sheep cannot be combined
and you cannot jump over your own or opposing sheep. Those are the basic rules of
movement.
Should it happen that a stack of sheep is
completely surrounded by other sheep
this stack can no longer move. Should you
be unable to move any sheep at all, you are
out of the game. When nobody can move
a sheep anymore you win if you have conquered the majority of pastures. In case of
a tie you win with the biggest connected

7

happened to me.
With two players the game is very tactical
and definitely the most interesting challenge, with four players it turns out chaotically and cannot really be planned. But you
must always take care not to be locked in.
The rules are, as I did already mention,
simple and easy, the small sheet in the box
is sufficiently and leaves no question unanswered. But that a seven-year old can judge
the options of moves was an impression
that I did not get. Quite a few eight-year old
ones had their problems with that.
The components are sturdy and the sheep
stickers for the playing pieces are cutely
drawn. I believe it’s very nice that one has
painstakingly created 16 different sheep
images for the illustrations and that the box
inlay has been designed to fit the components exactly and they therefore do not roll
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u ZHANGUO

THE END OF THE WARRING STATES

ZHANGUO

UNIFICATION OF SCRIPT, CURRENCY AND LAW

an effect. The condition always demands
that a certain Court action is implemented.
The effect of the card can be very different,
for instance an official might arrive in the region or unrest is reduced in a certain specified region.
Court Action

ZhanGuo takes us into the period of the
Warring States, to the years between 230
and 221 B.C. A young emperor has conquered the warring states and wants to
unify them into a big realm. Opposing such
a status of communal feeling or sense of belonging are the different traditions and laws
of the various realms. Players assist the emperor to propagate uniform writing, currency and law in all the realms and thus raise in
the esteem of the emperor. As an additional
task you need to propagate one of the most
ambitious construction projects of mankind, the building of the Chinese Wall.
You play five rounds. At the start of each
round players are dealt six cards, comprising two of each in the “Unification Aspects”
of Writing, Currency and Law. Besides its
unification aspect each cards has two additional characteristics: The activation number and the ability.
In turn, players have to play one of their
cards until all six cards have been played
and the end of the round is triggered. Play-
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ing a card results in one of two actions: A
Unification Action or a Court Action.
Unification Action
Each player has a tableau showing the five
regions of the future empire. With a unification action you assign a card to one of those
regions. There can be a maximum of three
cards assigned to each region. The population of the region, though, is not too happy
about having to go against their traditions,
so that unrest rises in the region. When regional unrest exceeds certain threshold values you can no longer use certain abilities of
the region and cannot build palaces in the
region; consequences of this are described
later.
As reward for propagating unification a
player receives octagons (octagonal wooden tiles) in the color of the unification aspect
of the card. In addition, the region acquires
the ability depicted on the card. Such an
ability always comes with a condition and

If you do a court action, you place one card
from your hand onto the discard pile and
choose one of six action options. You also
compare the activation number of the card
Markus Wawra
The game does not surprise one with grand new mechanisms, but it is an excellent and well-composed mix of
standard mechanisms.

you play/discard with the previous card
placed on the discard pile: If you choose
the action options of Building Wall, Building
Palace or Hire Worker, you must play a card
with a higher activation number to accrue a
bonus. If you choose the action options of
Recruiting Officials or Installing Governor,
you must choose a card with a lower activation number to accrue a bonus. For the sixth
option, Re-Assigning Officials, there is no
bonus to earn.
If you earn a bonus you can – after the
chosen main action – activate all your uni-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43
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ZHANGUO t

The six action options you can choose, in
detail:
Recruit one official:
There are three different types of officials,
represented by small wooden cubes in
three different colors. When choosing the
action you can place one official of your
choice into any region of your choice.
Re-assign officials:
The action can be used to make up to three
movements with a player’s own official,
usually moving them into adjacent regions.
Install Governor:
If you have installed all three different types
of official in a region, you can remove them
in order to install a governor in this region.
Governors are placed on the central board.
Each region is assigned a track with three
different bonus cases. The first three governors installed in a region can be placed on
one of the bonus cases to earn the bonus
(additional official or re-assigning up to
four officials or four esteem points = victory
points (VP). When the track is complete, you
can still install more governors. Installing of
a governor has the effect that unrest in the
region is reduced to 0. Furthermore, there is
a majority scoring in each region at the end
of the game. The player with most governors earns VPs.
Hire Worker:
With this action option you choose a region
to delegate one or two officials to hiring
workers by placing them in worker areas.
For each delegated official you place one
worker tile into the region. Unfortunately,
this results in a raise in unrest in the respective region.
Construct Palace:
With this action option you construct a new
palace in a region, thereby earning esteem
points = VPs. To construct a palace you must
discard two worker tiles from this region
plus one worker tile from a region of your
choice, provided the unrest in the chosen
region is not too high and that there are
fewer palaces in the regions than there are
players participating in the game.
Construct Wall:
The Chinese Wall has 18 construction segments. With this action options you can
discard between one and three worker
tiles from different regions of your choice in
order to construct a segment. Fur this you
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earn different and unique amounts of VPs,
depending on the individual segment and
the number of workers you discarded. Each
segment that has been constructed therefore reduces the available segment options.
End of Round
When the six cards on hand of all players
have been played, each unification aspect
is checked as regards to who did collect
most octagons in the respective colors. This
player earns a small bonus, but must discard
all octagons of this color. You can pass on
the bonus to avoid discarding octagons and
the player with the second-most octagons
is then asked if he wants it. At the end of the
round you also determine the new turn order of players.
End of Game
After five rounds the game ends with a
grand final scoring; describing the details
oft he scoring here would exceed the scope
of this review. The winner of the game is the
player who accrued most VPs.
My Opinion
ZhanGuo is published by What’s Your
Game?, a publisher who has made a reputation over the last few years for publishing
very good but very complex games. ZhanGuo fits perfectly into this portfolio. In my
opinion, ZhanGuo is more easily accessible
than, for instance, Vinhos or Madeira, but
is also definitely to be sorted into the top
range of the complexity scale. The numerous different action options and abilities
and especially their interactions take some
time and effort to process and understand.
I strongly advise to use a first play of the
game as an introductory game to familiarize yourself with it.
The Italian designer duo of Marco Canetta
and Stefania Niccolini was an unknown
quantity for me so far, but in game databases you find The Doge Ship and African
Park, two games published by giochix.it and
designed by this duo. In ZhanGuo they did
not invent the world anew from the beginning. The game does not surprise you with
grand new mechanisms, but is an excellently designed composition of well-known
standard mechanisms.
The game components and graphic design
by Mariano Iannelli are of excellent quality, functional, clear and nice to look at. The
rules, too, which are – as is usual for the
genre of complex games – somewhat longish, are very well laid out and leave no question unanswered.
I like complex games! For me they can
never be complex enough, at least within
the frame in which current modern board
games are appearing. So ZhanGuo, too,
seems to be made for me. I love how the

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

different mechanisms, actions and abilities
interact with each other. I like that I can already plan, when laying out the unification
cards, how the abilities will work together
and interact, despite depending on drawing suitable cards. I also like the small aspect of managing my card hand, because
you want to be able to play the right card
at the right moment in order to implement
important action options without having to
renounce the bonus. And, all the time, you
need to keep at least one eye open for the
construction options to avoid having them
snapped up by your fellow players.
I made a small deduction in the overall rating
and did not award the full number of points,
because ZhanGuo did not present me with
a world changing new mechanism (and this
is the least that I expect from a game that I
would award full marks) and also because it
is difficult to keep track of the combinations
that are laid out by my fellow players. This
results in a slight feeling of multi-player solitaire game, albeit a very very slight feeling
of that dreaded multi-player solitaire game,
because allover ZhanGuo offers too much
interaction with its race for esteem points,
for instance in the construction of Wall segments or earning the Governor bonuses. þ
Markus Wawra

INFORMATION
Designer: M. Canetta, S. Niccolini
Artist: Mariano Iannelli
Price: ca. 47 Euro
Publisher: What’s Your Game? 2014
www.whatsyourgame.eu

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en it pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Complex composition of standard
mechanisms * Very good graphic design
and components * Well-structured, albeit
longish rules
Compares to:
Race for the Galaxy, Vinhos, Madeira
Other editions:
Ghenos Games, Hobbity.eu

My rating:

fication cards that you played into regions,
provided the unrest in the region is not too
high and whose action condition corresponds to your chosen action.
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u 100! / AMBER ROUTE

100!

FAST AND FURIOUS
NUMBER COLLECTING

Adlung Spiele specializes in
quick, interactive card games
for the family and adheres to
this motto also in the one-hundredth card game published.
Topic of this Jubilee game is the
collecting of card games in your
hand, taken from a display on
the table.
66 cards show numbers from 11
to 43, two copies of each card.
Depending on the number of

8
players a deck of cards is assembled and then spread out on the
table face-down and well shuffled. Then each player draws
the number of cards stated in
the rules and stacks them facedown. On a signal all take their
cards in hand and try to collect
in their hand either cards 18-22,
one of each, or a consecutive
series of 10 cards with a maximum of one number missing

AMBER ROUTE

FOLK LORE IN ADVENTURES
Amber Route takes you on a
journey across Slavic lore; you
lead a caravan across unknown
terrain and at each stage you
encounter ancient magic, traps
and evil creatures while trying
to get as many amber pieces as
you can from the shores of the
Baltic Sea to the castle in the
center of the mainland.
Each player starts with three
escort tokens and a piece of
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amber; a board is assembled to
represent a track from the coast
to the castle, either according to the template or at your
choice. A player turn comprises
1) Drawing Phase - you decide
to draw a card or take an escort
token; 2) Action phase, you can
recruit an escort, draw a card or
advance and master an encounter or fight, which means you
implement the case you have

from the series, all without holding doubles. You put down an
unsuitable card face-down and
grab a card that was discarded
by another player and either put
it into your hand or put it back
face-down on the table. You
may only take one card at a time
and must also always put back a
card before you may take a new
one, and you may have only one
card at a time on the table. If
you meet one of the goals first,
you stop the round and cards in
hand are scored. If you achieved
one of the goals correctly, you
score 10 points, all other players
score 1 point per card in their
longest consecutive series of
numbers. If you reach or top 100
points, ends the game and you
win with the highest score.
Small, neat, fast, uncomplicated,
hectic and lots of fun - an Adlung Game as we know them
and love them. A little tactic
comes from the choice of goal
and the flip-book fireworks is a
cute bonus feature. þ

INFORMATION

reached and can then fight a
player already on the spot. One
step per turn is free, a second
step costs you an escort token.
Encounters are resolved by using dice and power cards, escort
tokens let you change dice results. Encounters can earn you
amber or cost you amber; if you
hold three pieces of amber, you
secure one on your player card
and put the others back into
stock. Secured amber cannot be
lost due to encounters or combat and scores points at the end
of the game. If someone reaches the castle, all other players
have one more turn and then
the game is scored. Points are
scored for reaching the castle
first, for secure amber and unused reward cards; if you did not
reach the castle you lose one
point per missing step.
Amber Route is a nice adventure
game between target groups of
family and experienced player;
it uses standard mechanism and
is interesting due to the folk lore
references. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: K. Adlung, B. Naegele
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Adlung Spiele 2014
www.adlung-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
100th card game from the
publisher * Core game for
3-5 players * Special rule for
2 players * Fireworks as a
flip-book
Compares to:
All games collecting with speed from
a display
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Krzysztof Matusik
Artist: Roman Kucharski
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Bomba Games 2014
www.bombagames.pl

EVALUATION
Adventure, folk lore
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Substantial element of
chance due to dice decisions * Use of cards and
escort markers introduces
a bit of tactic * Also good
family game for somewhat
experienced players
Compares to:
Talisman and other adventure games
with encounter resolving using dice
and cards
Other editions:
Currently none
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ARCHE DER TIERE / ASSEL SCHLAMASSEL t

ARCHE DER TIERE

NO RABBIT NEXT TO A CROCODILE
Arche der Tiere / Ark of Animals
is the first game for children
from Polish Publisher Historical
Games Factory - you should assist Noah in saving animals from
the flood and fill your own ark
first.
You play three rounds with identical rules: All players simultaneously collect animal tiles from
the face-down common stock,
using only one hand, and you

6

fill your ark from the left; a column must be completely filled
before you begin the next one.
You turn up an animal, if you
keep it you show it to all players
and then put it face-down into
your ark; otherwise, you put it
back into stock face-up. Those
animals can be taken by all players at any time. When the first
player has completely filled his
ark the others have the runtime

ASSEL SCHLAMASSEL

CLAP-BANG-CLAP FOR 2 RATS
From cockroaches to wood louses and other creepy-crawlies we are animal trainers for gross
animals. The game comprises 50
animal cards - wood louses, spiders, flies, rats and snails, each of
values 1 to 5, and five sequence
cards. In the standard game you
remove one type of animal and
its sequence card.
Then you place the sequence
cards for the remaining four ani-
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mals in random order in a row.
The animal cards are shuffled
and each player receives three
cards, face-down and without
looking at them, to begin his
scoring stack. Depending on the
number of players a draw pile is
set down with 15-18 cards.
As the active animal trainer you
draw a card and tell the other
players without speaking which
animal is depicted how often

PLAYED FOR YOU

of the timer to add animals to
their ark.
Then you check your ark - using
different criteria for the various
levels of difficulty.
Grain is checked from expert
level up, if you have grain next
to an herbivore it is removed for
2 penalty points; an herbivore
next to a carnivore of equal or
bigger size is removed. From
Master Level up the balance of
the ark is checked via the size
symbols of the animals, the difference in the sums equals the
penalty points. When animals
are present several times, all but
one are removed and then each
animal scores 1 point. Then you
score bonuses for filling your
ark first, and for most mammals,
sets of three different birds, reptiles, amphibians, and so on.
Ark of Animals offers a very attractive memo version that with increasing difficulty levels
- demands more and more planning and also quick reactions if
a suitable animal appears that
someone else has discarded. þ

INFORMATION

(one to five times) on your card.
You hit the table with your flat
hand as often as corresponds
to the position of the animal in
the sequence card row (the card
next to the game box is in position #1 - and clap your hands
as often as corresponds to the
number of animals on the card.
You must give the correct code,
but may mix clapping and hitting in any way. Whoever calls
out the correct animal with the
right number, gets the card
from the trainer. If you are not
correct, you discard a card. If nobody gives a guess or all guess
wrongly, the animal trainer gets
the card. Should the trainer
make a mistake, he discards his
current card and a score card.
When the draw pile is empty,
you win with most cards.
Cute, fast and rather unusual!
Clap-bang-bang-clap-bangclap-clap - does that mean four
spiders? Yes! But remain on your
toes, the sequence is changed
every round! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Adam Kwapiński
Artist: Grygiel, Stefanska, Sliwka
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Hist. Games Fact./FGH 14
www.wydawnictwofgh.pl

EVALUATION
Memo, placement
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
First game for children from
this publisher * Very nice
components * Simple basic
rules * Several variants in
ascending difficulty levels
Compares to:
All memo games with positioning
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kallenborn, Scherer
Artist: T. Gimmler, M. Karl
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Drei Magier/Schmidt 14
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Listening
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Marvelous drawings *
Simple basic rules * Lots of
fun to play * Variants with
more or fewer cards
Compares to:
Games with assigning and
recognizing sound sequences
Other editions:
Currently none
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u SAIL TO INDIA / BAD BUNNIES

AUF NACH INDIA

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF VASCO DA GAMA
Seafarers are searching for the
route to India and need support
and financing; as a noble sponsor you win with most victory
points from discovering coastal
towns, sale of goods and building churches.
You start with a Historian Card
and a Safe/Ship Speed card,
three technology cards are displayed. At the start, Lisbon and
three more coastal towns are

discovered = laid out face-up.
Money and victory points are
called Banker and Historian
and are marked with tokens on
numbers; at the start one marker is placed on Ship I on your
Safe/Ship Speed card, three
more on “Technology” on this
card and two at Lisbon. A turn
comprises two actions of your
choice for cost/conditions – hire
help, move ship including dis-

BAD BUNNIES

1 ON 2, 2 ON 2, 7 ON 2
Bad Bunnies is a card shedding
game featuring 110 cards of value 1 to 13 in different numbers,
there are 17 Ones and 17 Sevens, but, for instance, only four
Eights and five Sixes and Nines.
All cards are shuffled and each
player is dealt seven cards, the
rest is draw pile for the next
round. The active player discards
a card and decides, if the next
player must play a card of higher
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8
or lower value. You may, instead
of following this demand, also
at any time announce “Hoppel
Doppel” instead and play the
same number. In this case now
each player must play the same
number until one plays a Seven.
There are special rules for One
and Seven: Seven is a joker, can
be played on any number and
also stops the Doppel Hoppel /
Doubling effect, with the Seven

covering town, sell goods, build,
make an invention or speed up
ship or put tokens for later use
as banker or historian on Lisbon
and use inventions. You can use
one action twice, but only discover one coastal town per turn.
Anytime in your turn you can
put back ships, markers, buildings, bankers and historians to
Lisbon free of charge or use an
invention. Markers in Lisbon are
placed as bankers on your Safe
/Ship Speed card or for victory
points on your Historian Card. If
you are out of markers in Lisbon
to mark Bankers or Historians,
an unmarked surplus is forfeit.
When the last town is revealed
or two players are out of markers, the active player finishes his
turn, all other have one last turn
and then you sum your victory
points.
Also in this German edition this
is dense, interesting and surprisingly fast game and offers various winning strategies and an
interesting mechanism of using
the same markers for different
purposes! þ

INFORMATION

you announce higher or lower
again. A Seven on a Seven does
not constitute doubling, as the
Seven can be played on any
card. One is also a joker, can be
played on any card and restarts,
the game, you can play any card
on a 1. Contrary to Seven a One
does not stop the doubling and
a One can be doubled itself. If
you have no suitable card you
are out of the round. If you can
play the last card of the round,
you win the round and score
one point per card in the discard
pile. For the next round you can
fill your hand up to seven cards
or discard your hand and draw
seven new cards. If you are first
to reach a score of 60, you win.
This is a very nice variant of
the well-known mechanisms
used in card shedding games,
featuring the interesting detail
that you can pass and leave the
round even if you could play a
card. A nice family game for all
occasions, simple and entertaining. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Artist: Jokinen, Andaru, Pittner
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2014
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
German-language edition
* Starting set-up for first
game recommended *
Attractive mechanism of
marker use for multiple
markings * Several different
winning strategies * Low element of
chance
Compares to:
Worker Placement in general, first
game in this combination
Other editions:
AEG, USA; Game Field, Japan, Iello,
France

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Artist: Anne Pätzke
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2015
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice variation of standard
mechanisms * 1, 7 and
Double offer quite same
option * Good family game
Compares to:
All kinds of card shedding
games
Other editions:
Currently none
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BIG DEAL / BITE NIGHT t

BIG DEAL

JEWELS FROM YOUR OPPONENT
My house, my boat, my cars - a
game on luxury goods that you
acquire yourself or steal from
another player and set down
in pairs. The current top pair is
unprotected and can be stolen.
The game comprises 9 luxuries
10 times each, plus 8x home, 8x
silver and 4x gold.
You begin with four or five
cards, depending on the number of players, and, in your turn,

8

have the choice from four options: Form a set with cards from
your hand, form a set with a card
your hand and one from the discard pile, steal the top set from
an opponent or discard a card.
Gold and silver cards are jokers
to form a pair, but you cannot
set down two jokers for a pair. To
steal a set you play a card corresponding to the targeted set, or
a joker card. The attacked player

BITE NIGHT

MONKS, COFFINS AND GARLIC
For a spooky assignment by
moonlight there are 72 rendezvous card, 36 of them for the
basic game without text, and
4x9 for the advanced game, as
well as 50 moon tiles featuring
coffins, garlic, vampires, virgins
and monks.
All players simultaneously collect moon tiles and bring rendezvous cards for secret collection targets into play. Each play-
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er is given 9 rendezvous cards
and 12 moon tiles for a game
of four players and 15 tiles for a
game of three players.
You play as many rounds as
there are players, each round
comprises four or five turns and
each turn has two phases: 1)
each player chooses one of his
rendezvous cards and places it
face-down on the board, beginning with the starting player,

PLAYED FOR YOU

can defend his set with a corresponding card or a joker, and
the attacker can answer with yet
another identical card or a joker,
and so on. The last player to play
a correct card, takes or keeps the
set and all cards played for it in
the duel. This results in sets of
more than two cards. And such
set can be also attacked. After
each of the four option you refill
your hand to four or five cards.
When someone is out of cards,
the round ends and you add up
your treasures. If, at the end of
such a round, someone has accrued more than a million the
winner is the player with the
highest total.
Big Deal is a nice quick game,
albeit one that is only fun when
you steal and re-steal frequently.
You can, for instance, let someone have your set and hope
that he spent his hand and can
den reclaim the set and all cards
previously played for it with one
card only, maybe. þ

INFORMATION

this order of placement in the
stack must not be changed. 2)
All place three face-down moon
tiles on the table, turn them up
simultaneously and then all
grab three tiles, of course trying to get those that match
the rendezvous card previously
played, for color or image. When
all moon tiles have been assigned in this way, the stack of
rendezvous cards is turned over
- there are point cards for colors
and images as well as graveyard
cards for actions which make
you lose moon tiles or neutralize
coming rendezvous cars - and
you implement the cards and/
or note the points. The cards
for the advanced version hold
text for interrelations between
moon tiles. When all tours have
been played you win with most
points.
Stressful, hectic, thrilling and
challenging - remember cards
you played, take suitable tiles
and plan for cards you know you
want to play demands quick reactions and short fingernails. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Brent Beck
Artist: G. Becks, A. Pätzke
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2014
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple basic rules * Only
interesting with stealing
interaction * Card memory
is an advantage * Rather
chance-driven
Compares to:
Set collecting games
Other editions:
Grandpa Beck’s Games

PLAYERS:

3-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Ronald Wettering
Artist: Ben Beck
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2014
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Collecting, speed
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very good mix of reaction
and memory * Speed is
necessary * High replay
value * Good, fun family
game * Advanced version
also of interest to frequent
players
Compares to:
All speed-governed collection games
relating to templates
Other editions:
Currently none
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u BUBBLE BOMB / CASTELINO

BUBBLE BOMB

GREEN SPIRAL FOR PINK TRIANGLE
The game features bomb tiles
and chips showing colors and
symbols. You collect chips for
combinations corresponding to
the double-sided bomb tiles on
display. There are color bombs
and symbol bombs as well as a
Bubble bomb for all symbols +
all colors and a Rainbow bomb
for all colors.
9 of 56 Chips and all bomb tiles
are on display. You draw 7 chips

8

from the bag and all search simultaneously for chips for one
of the combinations depicted
on the bomb tiles - all chips of
a color or of one symbol or all
chips with different symbols or
different color or - most difficult - 7 chips featuring different
shapes and colors. You may turn
over your own chips or chips in
the middle and swap your own
chips for chips from the middle,

CASTELINO

TO THE PARTY TOGETHER!
Princes and princesses have
been invited to the party at the
castle, but they must hurry up,
because all guests must be assembled in the castle gardens
before the king enters the castle.
The board is laid out and the
king is placed at the beginning
of the red carpet. Princes and
princesses begin on their starting positions and in between
them you place crowns show-
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ing colored dots, one crown for
each color. The active player rolls
the die and places the crown of
the resulting color on the head
of the pawn of the same color.
If the pawn is already wearing
the crown, you move the pawn
onto the inner case, into the
castle gardens. If you roll the
star you choose one of those
two actions. If you roll the king,
he moves one step forward to-

but using one hand only. The
last missing chip for a combination can be taken from another
player, that is, swapped for one
of your own chips, you must call
out “Banzai”. If you have formed
a combination you call “Bumm”
and your chips are controlled.
If you have matched a color or
symbol bomb you set aside one
of your chips for points, draw a
replacement from the bag and
turn over the corresponding
bomb tile. If you completed
Rainbow or all Symbols you
draw a chip for points and swap
your chips for 7 chips from the
middle. If you complete Bubble
Bomb you take this tile from
wherever it is, it is worth three
victory points at the end. When
the last chip is drawn from the
bag you win with most points
from the chips you set aside.
Chaotic, hectic, fun and best
played with four players - swapping tiles with another player
is an essential feature, so look
out not only for chips from the
middle, but also for those of
other players. A fabulous party
game. þ

INFORMATION

wards the castle. If you roll a color for a pawn that is already in
the castle garden, you hand on
the die to the next player. When
all princes and princesses have
reached their castle garden
cases before the king reaches
the castle, all players have won
together.
In the memo version for players
ages 3+ the game is prepared
in the same way with the exception of the crowns which
are placed face-down. If you
roll a color you may turn over a
crown - if the color matches the
die result you put the crown on
the pawn. If you roll the star you
choose a pawn and put on the
crown if you find the correct
one, or you move a crowned
pawn into the gardens. All other
rules remain the same.
An impressively simple and very
beautiful game for toddlers offering practicing of color assignment and adhering to first easy
rules, and of course you can also
use the components for free
play or to tell stories! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Artist: Hoffmeyer, Kermarrec
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2015
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Reaction, search, collect
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice components *
Simple rules * Nice party
game * No penalty for false
“Bumm” announcement
Compares to:
All set-collecting games
with simultaneous play by all
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

2+

TIME:

10+

Designer: C. Basler, A. Bouguerra
Artist: Stephanie Erber
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2014
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Toddler, educational
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
High quality wooden
components * Practices
color assignment and first
adhering to rules * Very
simple rules * Includes a
memo version
Compares to:
All cooperative roll & move games
for toddlers
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

CIÚB / CO-MIX t

CIÚB

DICE ACTIONS FOR CARDS
Once again magicians test their
abilities in a meeting. You use
dice to complete combinations on magic cards for victory
points. Each player has a board
and a marker in his color as well
as five white dice. 42 power dice
in six colors are general stock for
all players. All dice show numbers and symbols for actions.
The stack of magic cards is prepared and 10 A cards are laid out

in two rows.
Each player turn comprises four
phases: 1) Marking one of the
cards on display with your marker or remove an unmarked card
from the top row and replace
it with one from the stack. You
can opt to not play this phase. 2)
You roll all your dice to activate
them and use them for actions swapping dice with stock, re-roll
dice or turn them to a symbol

CO-MIX

STORIES ON HEROES
You play alone own or in teams
of two and create a story for
points in each of three rounds.
Each player choses a character and takes all its evaluation,
points and character markers.
At the start all players decide together on a title for their stories all have the same one - and then
each team uses 12 double-sided
image cards to place the story.
Each story consists of six image

www.gamesjournal.at

8
card, so you choose six images
out of 24 for your story. Members of a team decide together.
When someone is finished, the
others have 90 seconds to complete their story. When the timer
has run out, all that are not done
yet take one tardiness marker,
shuffle their remaining cards
and randomly fill the empty
spaces on their story board.
Then all in turn tell their story

of your choice and then placing them in the bowl - or place
them directly into the bowl on
your board. After dice action
you place dice that are still active into the bowl and repeat
the phase until all dice are in the
bowl. You can only re-roll when
you have swapped or placed at
least one die. 3) You use the dice
that are in your bowl to meet
the requirements of a card in
the bottom row to score points.
If you cannot complete a card
you take one die from general
stock. 4) Dice administration for
number of dice and swapping
dice. If you turn over the last C
card you trigger the end of the
game for a round of slightly different end-of-game turns and
then win with most points.
Ciùb is a fast dice game that offers a certain amount of planning and tactic in marking valuable cards and then stocking
dice for fulfilling them, but the
dominant factor is still the result
of your dice rolls. þ

INFORMATION

and indicate the respective image card. The order in which
the cards are used must be from
top left to bottom right and you
must supply a minimum of one
word or sound for each image in
the story. Then all players place
one of their evaluation markers
next to one of the stories, also
next to their own - for the most
original, best worded or most
sweeping story or the neutral
marker - and each player or each
team that has received the majority in one of those evaluation
categories keeps those markers
for one point each. Then markers are removed according to
the rules and then each player
who has a marker left on someone else‘s story scores 2 points
for it.
Not a new idea, but an idea that
is very nicely realized, especially
as regards to the graphics - for
each fan of comics the drawings
are a hit and inspire one to the
most varied stories, from thriller
to romance. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Tom Lehmann
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2014
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, collecting
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Clever planning is necessary, albeit
dominated by the chance
of the roll
Compares to:
All dice games using combinations to fulfil tasks/targets
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Lorenzo Silva
Artist: Cremona, Rambaldi, Bono
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2014
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Story telling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic graphics * Very
suitable for larger groups *
Simple Rules
Compares to:
All narrative games based
on images
Other editions:
Horrible Games (published), Ghenos
Games, Edge Entertainment, Competo, Rebel.pl (all announced)
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u CRAZY CIRCUS / DIE KUNST, AUFZURÄUMEN

CRAZY CIRCUS

ELEPHANT ON TOP OF LION
AND POLAR BEAR
As an animal trainer in the circus
you call orders to animals for
their tricks. The game comprises
three animals - lion, elephant
and polar bear. There are position cards showing those animals in different tricks, e.g. the
lion sits on the blue pedestal
and carries the polar bear who
in turn carries the elephant. Five
command discs show syllables
and indicate direction of move-

7
ment with arrows: MA = up from
the blue pedestal, NI = up from
the red pedestal, both orders
relate to the bottom animal in
a stack. KI = from the red to the
blue pedestal and LO = from the
blue to the red pedestal, and the
fifth order, SO for changing positions, all three of those orders
are implemented by the top
animal in a stack. The syllables
must be named to implement

DIE KUNST, AUFZURÄUMEN

DAS MEMOSPIEL

Publisher Metermorphosen is a
guarantee for unusual and very
attractive variations of wellknown standard game mechanism - here we have once again
a memo game and once again it
is, as was to be expected, a very
unusual and again visually very
attractive game.
As in each memo game there
are pairs of tiles that belong together and which you must find
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using the standard mechanism:
The tiles are spread out face
down. The active player turns
up any two tiles of his choice.
If he did find a pair he takes if
and may turn over another two
tiles. If the two tiles do not correspond, you put both of them
back into the display face-down.
It is the pairs themselves and
their images, which are providing the surprise and fun - one

the order.
Position cards are stacked facedown. The top position card is
turned over and the animals are
positioned accordingly. The order discs are put on display beneath the board, all players sit at
the same side of the table. Then
the next position card is turned
over and each player thinks
about the sequence of orders
necessary to make the animals
switch positions accordingly. If
you call out a sequence you arrange the animals in this order;
if you are correct, you get the
position card; if you make a mistake the next player may name
a sequence of orders. When all
cards have been claimed, you
win with most cards.
This is an unusual, interesting
and challenging game, after a
few rounds you are familiar with
the orders and rearrange animals happily with, for instance,
Ki-Ki-Ma. To succeed you need
not only speed, but also spatial
thinking. þ

INFORMATION

tile, for instance, shows a nicely
arranged bunch of flowers, the
others rows of painstakingly ordered parts of it - stems, leaves
and blossoms, ordered by color
and size. Or a heap or Smarties, which are sorted by colors
and placed in columns that are
reminding one of an abacus.
Another tile shows a heap of
potato chips and the partner tile
shows own potato in its skin and
a salt cellar. Or there is a fantastic
pencil drawing on one tile and
the second tile of the pair shows
a ball of black string, supposedly
the lines of the drawing wound
into a ball.
Of course, on most of the tile
pairs, the principle is simple
sorting, be it by color, size or
parts, but there are also some
very unusual and witty combinations and ideas - and some of
the orderly columns are apt to
be mistaken.
All the images are taken from
works of the Swiss cabaret artist
Ursus Wehrli and are also available as a book, “Kunst aufzuräumen”. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

1+

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Artist: Francois Bruel
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Gameworks 2014
www.gameworks.ch

EVALUATION
Shunting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Maniki,
Jumbo, 2013 * Simple rules
* Some time necessary to
familiarize yourself with the
commands
Compares to:
Maniki and other shunting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not named
Artist: Ursus Wehrli
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Metermorphosen 15
www.metermorphosen.de

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Unusual, witty and alluring
images * Available also as a
collection in a book
Compares to:
All kinds of memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

DRAGON SLAYER / DUNGEON BAZAR t

DRAGON SLAYER

HEAD, TAIL, WINGS
AND ACE - DRAGON DEFEAT!
As a fearless dragon slayer you
compete for the title of Master
Dragon Slayer. Three dice each
represent three dragons of three
different levels of difficulty. You
choose a dragon and roll his
dice together with three warrior
dice. Head, Tail and Wings on
Dragon Dice are set aside to the
rights, Mountains on the game
box and Fire Breath to goes to
the left. Axe, Shield and Fire

Breath symbols on Warrior dice
are set to the left.
Then you first defend against a
Dragon attack and compare Fire
Breath symbols to Shield symbols. In case of the same number or more Shields than Fire
Breaths you have defended and
put those dice on the box, otherwise you lose one Warrior die
per Fire Breath not compensated by a Shield. If, after that, you

DUNGEON BAZAR

HEROES WITH A SHOPPING LIST
As merchants we sell equipment to heroes that want to
defeat dragons. Nine rooms are
laid out in a 3x3 grid to form the
dungeon, equipment cards are
prepared and the dungeon is
outfitted as stated in the rules.
Each player starts with a merchant tile and pawn as well as
goblins, exit marker, money and
one favor. Two or three heroes
are on display and the entry to

www.gamesjournal.at

8

the dungeon is determined for
the season.
You make a bid with chips and
can then do up to three of seven
possible actions - for instance
move the merchant, place a
goblin, open a door etc. - or exit
the dungeon and place your
marker on the first free exit spot.
When all have passed you are
rewarded for merchants and
goblins in the dungeons, play-

do not have a minimum of one
Axe plus Head, Tail and Wings
set aside, you roll the dice on the
box again - until the Dragon is
defeated or your Warrior is dead
and you do not score. If you
have the necessary symbols the
Dragon is defeated and you can
decide if you want to attack another Dragon or stop and score
your roll. You can be challenged
by other players to go on. If do
so, you score double for additional defeated dragons, if not,
you only score half of the points
you originally achieved - 6 for a
red dragon, 4 for a green and 2
for a blue one. A challenger always score 5 points, even if you
are defeated and do not score in
this round.
The standard mechanism of
dice comparison is given an
interesting tactical twist by the
challenge to the active player to
go on or to lose points - a twist
that outs the game on a level
above your average standard
dice game. þ

INFORMATION

ers take cards in order of their
ranking in each room. Those
cards represent the equipment
that you then want to sell to
heroes, so you must take into
account the shopping lists and
financial means of heroes and
also their buying pattern according to spells. Then you display your goods, that is, equipment cards and spell cards for
rules. Then heroes buy equipment in order of their lists and
according to the currently valid
rules, for instance as cheaply as
possible, while they have money available. Unsold equipment
is discarded at the end of a season for some meagre compensation. After three such seasons
you win with most coins after
receiving bonuses or paying
penalties for most or fewest favor markers.
This is a very unusual and original game, the idea has been
implemented very well and you
need quite a lot of tactic to meet
the challenges of demand and
supply as well as rules and shopping patterns. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

15+

Designer: David J. Mortimer
Artist: Nick Hayes
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards 14
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Dice, fantasy
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nicely combined standard
mechanisms * Challenge
by other players supplies
tactic * Attractive components * Plays quickly
Compares to:
Dice game comparing symbols for
results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Pietro Cecchetto + Team
Artist: V. Moscon, Ugo Cristofori
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Cranio Creations 2014
www.craniocreations.com

EVALUATION
Drafting, auction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Unusual, well-working
mix of mechanisms *
Intended as a family game
* Rather demanding in this
category, some gaming
experience necessary
Compares to:
First game with this mix of mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u EYE KNOW PLAY IT SMART / FRÖSCHLEIN, AUFGEPASST!

EYE KNOW PLAY IT SMART

THE QUIZ GAME TO USE YOUR EYES
Eye know is a quiz about images
that you choose, name and bet
on.
A number of cards in relation
to the number of players is
prepared, 14 of those cards are
laid out on the board, image
side showing. The active player
chooses one card and names
the image according to the demand on the card, building or
mammal, or else. His neighbor

takes the card and checks the
back: If the active player has
given the correct name he takes
a Chip of value 1, if not, all others
in turn may try to name the image for a chip of value 1. If you
name the image correctly you
may answer a question. For this
you bid a minimum of 1 and a
maximum of 5 and choose one
of three questions. Question
1 is always a true/false ques-

FRÖSCHLEIN, AUFGEPASST!

STORKS, FROGS AND WATER LILIES
Two to four frogs are stalking
across the swamp and search
for frogs, their favorite food.
The board shows a hexagon
made up from triangles, the corners of the triangles are marked
with dots. Symmetrically distributed on the board there are
water lilies of different colors,
the white one sits exactly in the
middle of the board.
You place your stork on the cor-
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responding starting point and
one frog onto the white water
lily. There is always only one frog
in the water, he jumps from water lily to water lily. A stork can
move onto and over any point or
water lily. The active player rolls
the die - for points you move
your stork the corresponding
number of steps; if you roll the
frog you then roll the color die
and place your stork on the wa-

tion without given answers,
Question 2 is always an open
question, again without answers provided, and Question
3 is a multiple choice question
with a choice of three answers.
The correct answer earns you
chips in relation to the question type chosen and the value
of your bid, and you get the
card, regardless if you answered
wrongly or correctly. Collected
cards can earn extra points for
color sets. When all players were
active five times you win with
most points from chips and sets.
In the play-it-smart version using the free app you choose an
image from the board or an app
challenge, which brings image
parts that gradually make up
the image; again you name the
image as soon as you believe
you know it, and can then bet
on a question.
Basically a standard quiz game,
but sophisticated and interesting due to the excellent choice
of images and questions, not
everything is as easy as Eiffel
Tower and the questions are difficult! þ

INFORMATION

ter lily of this color. If you rolled
the risk symbol you either move
your stork one step or turn over
a stork tile and implement its action: Move 2, 3 or 4 steps or go
back to the start with your stork.
When frog and stork meet, the
frog has been captured and is
taken by the owner of the stork.
The stork remains on the water
lily where he caught the frog,
and a new frog is placed on the
white water lily. When a stork is
sitting on the white water lily
when a new frog needs to be
placed, the stork must make
room for it and go to his starting point. If you have a suitable
number of steps to move you
may chase away another stork
to his starting point. Whoever is
first to capture three frogs, wins
the game.
Fröschlein, aufgepasst! fits
seamlessly into the new range
of children games at Noris;
components and drawings are
enchanting, the rules work well
and the game is fun for this age
group. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: P. Berton, G. Sinclair
Artist: Tatyana Momot
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2014
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Quiz, app usage
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Simple mechanism * App
provides interesting alternative * Good and interesting variety of images
Compares to:
All quiz games featuring
images
Other editions:
Wiggles 3D

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Artist: Johann Rüttinger
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2014
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series „Spielmaterial
Holz, made in Germany“
* Very pretty wooden
components * Simple, agesuitable rules
Compares to:
All dice game with achieve-a-meeting mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

GEHEIMSACHE / GLIBBER-GEBIBBER t

GEHEIMSACHE

AGENTS AND THEIR SCHEDULE
Each agent who wants to act
successfully needs a pool of reliable informants and to keep
tabs with all those contacts
each agent meets his contacts
to the world of crime according
to a stringent weekly plan. But,
alas, you only know the weekly
schedules of all other agents
and must figure out your own
schedule from those bits of information.

The game comprises 60 informant cards in five colors - each
card shows a time on colored
background - as well as five
agent cards for a ranking and
18 secret weekly schedules and
a pad with decoding support
sheets.
You are dealt two informant
cards of each color, then the
remaining informant cards are
shuffled together and you get

GLIBBER-GEBIBBER

GHOST HUNTING
WITH GOO MISSILES

Ghost hunters chase ghosts using glibber; the ghost castle is
laid out in a 6x4 grid using facedown tiles, three open-faced
dungeons and the castle gate
are placed in the four corners of
the grid.
The active player rolls the die.
For the clock symbols he moves
the hand on the clock forward
one position. For one, two or
three points he moves a ghost

www.gamesjournal.at
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hunter accordingly, horizontally
or vertically. Changes of directions are allowed and you must
move the number of steps you
rolled. There can be more than
one ghost hunter on a tile. If you
leave an empty card you turn it
back face-down again. The card
you reach with your last step is
turned up: If you found a ghost
you control if all other ghost
hunters are standing on a tile

2 more cards from this mixed
stack. In each round all players lay down a card openly and
then compare the times stated
on those cards with the weekly
plans for the other agents and
then name - from their point of
view - the player with the latest and with the earliest meeting. The time of the meeting os
derived from the time and the
weekday on the schedule corresponding to the time color, the
top color is Monday. If you believe that you know your schedule you pick up the agent card
with the lowest available number (1-5) and go on playing, but
you must from now on not make
changes to your notes. When all
are done or all twelve cards have
been played, you win with the
correct schedule and the agent
card with the lowest number.
More logic than detective work,
but an interesting mechanism
that is fun and works well, albeit
only if nobody makes a mistake
in his answers. If you like logic
game with a nicely fitting background story you will have fun
with Geheimsache. þ

INFORMATION

showing the same ghost. If yes,
this ghost has been caught and
each of the three tiles is marked
with a goo missile. Those tiles
can be entered again, but not
used again to catch another
ghost. If you turn up a keyhole,
your ghost hunter must go to a
dungeon; he can be freed when
another ghost hunter moves
into the dungeon or passes the
dungeon. When all ghosts have
been caught before the clock
hand reaches 12 all players win
together. But should all three
ghost hunters be in dungeons
at the same time or should the
clock hand point to 12 again
before all ghosts have been
caught, all players have lost together. The degree of difficulty
can be enhanced by changing
the starting position of the clock
hand.
This is a pure and simple memory game, but nicely and well
done; the story fits and so does
the mechanism and the components are, once again, very
pretty - a felicitous fun game for
all fans of memo game. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Artist: L. Eberle, M. Schatz
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag 2014
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Deduction, logic, crime
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good Story * Some chance
factors from card distribution * Works well, but only if
nobody makes a mistake
Compares to:
Deduction games based on
information given by other players
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: Marc Robitzky
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2014
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pure memo game * Very
attractive components *
Story and mechanism go
nicely together
Compares to:
All memo games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u ISARIBI / KRI-KRA-KRABBELEI

ISARIBI

FISHERMEN IN EDO
You are a fisherman in the old
imperial town of Edo, take your
boat out to fish and sell your
catch for money, supported by
new technology and collaborators.
As a first phase you prepare the
market and the available catch:
You draw the given number
of market cards, put them on
display and reveal the first one.
From the fish deck you draw - in

given order - one card per type
of seafood and put the given
number of seafood cubes on
them. Then you can - if you hold
him - use the speculator - and
then all place their boats either
in the current region for catching fish or in the harbor. Then
you can either take a turn or quit
for the round. For a turn you
have action points according
to the boat card and may fish,

KRI-KRA-KRABBELEI

LEAVES FOR THE CREEPY-CRAWLY FEAST
The insects of the forest want to
celebrate a creepy-crawly feast
and carry leaves to the feast location. You must find a pair of a
kind of creepy-crawlies underneath the leaves to advance the
creepy-crawly trail. Six leaves
carry three pairs of insect surfaces in their indentions - rough
for Barry the munching beetle ,
fluffy for Fidelia the fuzzy caterpillar and smooth for Gilbert the
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grasshopper - and are shuffled
recesses face-down and then
randomly placed on the starting
cases. The active player rolls the
die: For a color you take a leaf
from a case of this color, for the
star you choose any leaf. Then
you feel the recess and then
try to find the matching second leaf, you have two tries in
a turn. For a try you choose one
leaf and feel - of course without

move the boat, sell your catch,
acquire a technology or turn up
a market card. If you pass for the
round, you take one of the available collaborators, put him on
display and - if applicable - use
his instant effect. At the end of
the round you need to discard
a possible surplus of seafood
cubes over the allowance from
boat, helpers and special ability,
and pay 3 coins penalty.
For the next round all seafood
cubes go back to stock and
cards are removed from the
game. Collaborators change
catch amounts or let you check
market cards, give you money
or a new technology, and so on.
After five rounds you win with
most money.
Isaribi is a placement and gathering game on the borderline
of challenging family game
and an expert game; the possible actions are always limited,
either by available technology,
the market situation or even by
available action. Isaribi is definitely a collector’s item for fans
of the Hisashi Hayashi. þ

INFORMATION

turning over the leaf - for the
surface in the recess. If you did
not find a match you put back
both leaves to their places on
the board, do not mix them up!
If you believe that you did find
a matching pair you turn the
leaves over to check the surfaces; if you have a pair you are
rewarded with a dew drop. You
put the leaves back and then
take the last one in the queue
and put it in front of the queue.
When all finish cases are filled
you win with most dew drops.
In the cooperative variant you
have only one try, but all players may advise you. You take
a dew drop in any case - when
all leaves are at the finish before
the dew drops are gone all players win together.
Two standard mechanisms were
nicely combined for this game,
which provides lots of fun for
the younger players of the target age group; for them the
replay value and interest in the
mechanism are also greatest. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Artist: ryo_nyamo
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Okazu Brand/Japon Brand 14
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Gather, place
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic and mechanisms go
well together * Basically
standard mechanisms *
Unusual, very beautiful
graphics * Of interest for all
fans of the designer
Compares to:
All pick up and deliver games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4-8

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Artist: Stéffie Becker
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2014
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Tactile, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very solid and sturdy
components * Good for
the youngest in the target
group * Different surfaces
are easily distinguished *
Trains concentration and
memory
Compares to:
All tactile games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

KROSMASTER ARENA / KUH VADIS t

KROSMASTER ARENA

WAKFU VERSUS DOFUS
IN THE KROSMOZ
Fantasy adventure in a tabletop with individual miniatures
- warriors from DOFUS versus
warriors from WAKFU in the so
called Krosmoz. You want to
neutralize opposing Krosmasters and win, if you are the only
player still owning Gallons of
Glory or are the only one still
with a Krosmaster.
Each player guides a Krosmaster
with a certain number of move-

ment points and action points
for each round. You can spend
those points in any order of
your choice and can switch between movement and action.
In your turn you can relocate
your Krosmaster and attack an
opponent. Movement happens
to an adjacent cell of the board
and orthogonally, Krosmasters
on adjacent cells are considered
to be in contact or in close com-

KUH VADIS

HOW MANY COWS IN YOUR ROLL?
The title is poses a very justified question, because the cows
do not move, but are standing
around in random distribution
in 7x7 grid that is, maybe, meant
to be representing a pasture.
Be that as it may, the 49 cases of
the grid are filled with numbers,
cows, crosses and circles: There
are 6x 1, 6x 2, and 5x times of 3,
4 and 5 plus 12 cows and three
crosses as well as three circles, in

www.gamesjournal.at
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a randomly mixed arrangement.
One player tries to connect the
three circles, the other the three
crosses. Connections between
cases are possible orthogonally
and diagonally.
In your turn you roll all five dice,
have three rolls and may re-roll
and set aside any number of
dice. To mark a case you must either roll 2 cows or exactly three
identical numbers to mark a

bat. In attacks you use punches
and spells; for results of effects,
for instance Critical Hits or use
of Armor, you roll dice. Special
abilities of Krosmasters change
basic rules, there is, for instance,
Blocking or Dodging.
Aim of the game is to knock out
the opposing Krosmaster; this
is achieved by administering as
many injuries as the Krosmaster has Health points. There is a
plethora of challenging possibilities, there are Spells, Demonic
Rewards, Gallons of Glory, and
so on. The rules introduce you
to the game step by step, using Tutorials, and there is a vast
amount of expansions and additions for the game, new Krosmasters, a three-dimensional
board or decoration elements
for the board.
Krosmaster Arena uses standard
elements of tabletop games, the
fascinating element here are the
incredible attractive, detailed
and cunningly made miniatures
which just call out to you to start
playing! Now! þ

INFORMATION

cow or a number; if you manage
both in a roll you must choose
either cow or number, you cannot mark both. Which case you
mark with your result is entirely
up to you, it need not be connected to cases you marked
in previous turns. Should you,
however, manage to roll four
identical numbers or four cows
(it can be five) you mark a case
accordingly and have another
turn in which you MUST mark
a case adjacent to one that you
marked in the previous turn. If
you cannot mark any case, too
bad! As both players use one
joint sheet for marking their
results it is of course necessary
that one marks his cases by circling the symbol, the other by
crossing them out. If you are
first to connect your three starting marks, you win.
Kuh Vadis is nice, simple and a
lot more tactical than suspected
at first glance, albeit only when
the dice fall your way. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2, 4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: N. Degouy, É. Guiton
Artist: Alexandre Papet
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus 2014
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure, tabletop
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Fantastic components,
somewhere between Manga and Munchkin * Makes
you want to play instantly *
Easily accessible * Standard
tabletop mechanisms
Compares to:
Other tabletop games
Other editions:
Ankama, Ghenos Games, Japanime
Games, Abysse Corp.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich + Team
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2014
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Dice
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute design * Simple rules
* Quick, nice game * Very
chance-driven
Compares to:
All dice game with results
marking regions
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u LE FANTÔME DE L’OPÉRA / LEG LOS!

LE FANTÔME DE L’OPÉRA

DETECTIVES VERSUS THE PHANTOM
Mysterious events are meant to
frighten away Singer Carlotta
from the Paris Opera. The culprit must be unmasked from a
group of eight suspects.
Based on the mechanisms in
Mr. Jack one player is an investigator and the other the Phantom. The game comprises eight
character discs with one side for
“innocent” and one for “suspect”.
Eight character cards show pic-

tograms for range of movement
and special abilities; there are
also alibi cards and special tiles.
The game is prepared as stated
in the rules. The Phantom player
learns from the top alibi card
which person he will use to
mask himself. In a round two
persons are active, two each for
investigator and Phantom, chosen by exact means, depending
on the active side of the rounds

LEG LOS!

DRAW WITH STICKS AND DISCS
Minimalism is the motto of the
game, because you have only 4
big and 8 small discs and 7 long
and 14 short sticks at your disposal to form as many images
as possible, depicted on tiles,
within the time frame given by
the timer.
16 image tiles are randomly
placed on a board and the items
named; number tiles from 1
to 16 are shuffled and stacked

30
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face-down and are drawn by
the active artist one by one, and
only visible to him, to determine
the current template. As the active artist you then use discs and
sticks to illustrate the item. You
may not give clues by sounds,
talking or gestures, may not
incorporate the guess markers,
may not depict numbers, must
not hold on to pieces and also
not give a hint by looking at

counter, and played in given
order. When the Phantom then
is able become noticeable - his
character is alone in a lit-up
salon of the opera or in the salon with energy blackout - all
persons who are not alone in a
lit-up room are automatically innocent. If the Phantom cannot
draw attention upon himself, it
is clear that he is in a lit-up room
together with others, whereby
automatically all persons that
are alone in a room are innocent. When at that point several
suspects are left over, Carlotta
moves towards the exit accordingly. When there is only one
suspect left, the investigator has
won.
Definitely a worthy successor to
Mr. Jack; the Carlotta movement
introduces an additional challenge to the basically simple
mechanism and to the interrelation of character abilities due
to the different order in which
persons are played for Phantom
and investigator according to
the rounds marker. þ

INFORMATION

your template too obviously.
Items not included in the game
may not be placed on or near
the placement board. All players
have one guess each. When the
item was guessed correctly or if
guessing takes too long or if the
term is too difficult, you draw
the next number tile for the
next template, and so on, until
the timer has run out. And here
comes the snag: All components already used for depicting items cannot be used again,
you have to work with whatever components are left. If you
guess a term correctly you mark
it on the board with one of your
guessing cubes and score one
point for each cube placed; the
artist scores one point for each
term that was guessed correctly.
In the advanced version you use
20 image tiles.
Not new, but cute and good
creative fun, and rather difficult
due to the restrictions in components. You need to find the
right balance between minimalistic and not too abstract! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

9+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Cathala, Maublanc
Artist: Jean-Marie Minguez
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Hurrican 2014
www.hurricangames.com

EVALUATION
Deduction
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adapted version of Mr. Jack
* Somewhat simpler as
there are fewer possibilities
to move * Manifold interrelations due to character
abilities
Compares to:
Mr. Jack
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: Benedikt Beck
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2014
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Creative shape placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Known Mechanism *
Good mix of templates *
Minimalistic presentations
necessary
Compares to:
“Wat’n dat?” from Ass and
other definition games using geometrical shapes
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

MEDIEVAL BATTLE / MEMORABLE STORIES t

MEDIEVAL BATTLE

KNIGHTS, WAGON TRAINS
AND BATTLE FIELDS
Two medieval armies confront
each other and want to win by
conquering strategic key positions on the board or by destroying the opposing wagon
train. The battle field is set up
using outer and inner modules,
either in standard size or as a big
board, and features four types of
terrain - mountains, rocky hills,
woods and plains; mountains
and rocky hills are inaccessible

for the wagon trains.
Depending on the chosen size
of the battle field you recruit
- secretly - your units, spending 20 or 30 points, and deploy
them on the battle field: Light
Infantry, Pikemen and Archers
cost 1 RP, Light Cavalry, Mounted Archers, heavy Infantry and
Longbowmen cost 2 RP and
the price for Heavy Cavalry is 3
RP per unit. Your wagon train

MEMORABLE STORIES

PAMIĘTNE HISTORIE

For this narration and memo
game you use 110 cards depicting items, animals, vehicles as
well as people in outfits corresponding to various professions.
Those cards represent words,
which you must name correctly
in order to score points. The
game is played in two phases, a
narrative phase and a guessing
phase.
For Round #1 of the narra-

www.gamesjournal.at
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tive phase each player is dealt
between three and six cards,
depending on the length and
difficulty you want to play with,
and then each player in turn
tells a story making use of all his
cards. If you use a term relating
to a card, you lay down this card
open-faced to form a row. At
the end of your story you turn
the cards over and stack them
face-down. For Round #2 of the

PLAYED FOR YOU

is part of the army, must be
chosen and has no recruitment
costs. Equipment and weaponry
determine movement and combat options, combat is resolved
without any element of chance
using Melee and Ranged Attack
cards.
You and your opponent alternate in implementing one action per turn - moving a unit
with a melee or ranged attack
or merging of units or Ranged
Attack without movement or
Retreating a unit or regrouping
of units and passing. Key positions are marked with flags that
represent victory points when
controlled; you win with five victory points or with most victory
points if both players are out of
time markers or if both players
have passed their turns successively. In case of a tie you win
with the more valuable units
determined by recruiting costs.
Fast and furious conflict simulation - a tense, tight system
without any element of change
and very interesting resolving of
combat using combat cards. þ

INFORMATION

narrative phase you are dealt
new cards and play the round
in analogy to Round #1. At the
end of this round each player
has two stacks of face-down
cards. You take up cards from
stack #1 in your hand and then
each player in turn points at a
player of his choice and names
a term. If the indicated player
holds the corresponding card, it
is given to the guessing player.
Wrong guesses cause no penalty. When all cards from narrative
Rounds #1 and #1 respectively
have been played or if all players have passed their guesses,
you win with most points from
cards you collected minus those
of your own cards that were not
guessed correctly.
Memorable stories - this requirement stated in the title of
the game must be adhered to!
The more amusing, spectacular
or absurd your story featuring
the bus and a snowman, for instance, the better players will remember the words. A nice party
game for larger groups! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Andrzej Kurek
Artist: Radosław Jaszczuk
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Alchemicus.pl 2014
www.alchemicus.pl

EVALUATION
Conflict simulation
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Remarkably short and
concise rules * No element
of chance in resolving combat * Modular board and
efficient components
Compares to:
All conflict simulations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Piotr Siłka
Artist: Sylwia Smerdel
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: ST Games / G3 2014
www.g3poland.com

EVALUATION
Narration, memory
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice drawings * Easy,
quickly explained rules *
Needs special efforts to
create attention
Compares to:
All narrative games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u NORDERWIND / ONITAMA

NORDERWIND

RICH CARGO ON THE HIGH SEAS
As a merchant captain you need
to supply the harbor towns of
Handelsbund with cargo or
gold, stop pirate ships and arrest their captains. Each player
uses his own 3D ship which is
equipped in due course with
crew, canons and sails.
In your turn you first take one
gold - if you have none - and
then choose one of three sea tile
stacks. From the chosen stack

10

you turn up one tile after the
other and place them in a row,
up to a maximum number equal
to your sail level. A sea card is always resolved before you turn
up the next one.
When a sea tile is marked with
an „E“, you roll for an event - taking gold or fight pirates; pirates
are fought with the black combat die; you have one roll per
canon on your ship and win a

ONITAMA

SIBLING RIVALRY

Two siblings compete for the
title of an Onmyo Master; to win
this title they allow that spirits
take over their own body and
those of their puppets. Five
playing pawns for each player
are placed on the edge cases of
a 5x5 board, each placer faces
his pawns. The Onmyo piece of
each player is in the middle case
of the border row. Two spirit
cards are places face-up with

32
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each player, a fifth card is placed
to the right of the starting player. For each game only five out
of 15 cards are used,
The active player chooses one of
his two cards and moves one of
his pawns accordingly. If a pawn
moves into the case of opposing pawn, this pawn is removed.
The card that was used is placed
to the left of the active player
and turned by 180° to face the

pirate captain for your jail with
a number of hits equal to the
strength of the pirate ship. A
card marked with “A” incurs action which you can implement.
You are limited to two action
all over your turn, so after two
actions your turn ends even if
you could turn over more tiles.
Actions are “Equipment Harbor“
for upgrading your ship for gold,
„Trade Harbor“ or „Trader“ for
selling and buying cargo; „Port
of Destination“ to complete
orders and „Searching wrecked
ship“ for gold from stock. You
win with eight or ten victory
point markers acquired with
completed orders and bonuses.
Norderwind is an eye-catcher
and fun to play due to the
marvelous equipment and design and a good, upscale family game with decreasing challenge in the course of the game,
as with good management
ships are easy to equip and pirates become more and more
easily vincible. þ

INFORMATION

other player, and the active
player takes the card to his right
to replace the one he did play.
Some of the spirit cards provide
special rules - for instance different movements for Onmyo or
standard pawn are provided by
the ostrich or the frog; the turtle
moves one of your own pawns
one step forward and forces the
Onmyo piece of your opponent
to take one step, too. If you cannot make a valid move, you pass,
but you must rearrange cards in
the same way as if you did play
a card. If you defeat the opposing Onmyo pawn or if you can
move one of your pawns onto
the opposing Onmyo’s starting
case, you win.
Onitama is a fascinating little,
quick game, somehow also a
puzzle, because you know all
available movements for the
pieces and also the three movements from which you will
choose your next two moves.
An interesting alternative for
fans of abstract games. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Artist: Franz & Imelda Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2014
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Resources management
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic components *
Simple mechanics, easily
explained * Pirates get less
menacing in the course of
the game * Good, interesting family game
Compares to:
Die neuen Entdecker for uncovering
destinations
Other editions:
999 Games, Devir, Z-Man Games

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

5+

Designer: Shimpei Sato
Artist: Jun Kondo
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Conception/MinimalGames 14
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Placement, cards
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Game as well as puzzle
* High variability due to
using only 5 of 15 cards
* Abstract placement
mechanism * Attractive
components
Compares to:
RRR by One Draw
Other editions:
Currently none
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ORONGO / OUT OF MINE! t

ORONGO

RITUAL PLACES ON EASTER ISLAND
You set up Moais on the ritual
place of Orongo and on other
spots along the coast, but need
resources and building sites, for
which you bid with shells.
The board, resources tiles and
components for all players are
set up; the game is played in
rounds: In each round you reveal resources in relation to the
number of players and place
them on the correspondingly

10

numbered cases on the board.
Then each player makes a bid you take any number of shells
in your hand and all then reveal their bid simultaneously.
Whoever made the highest bid
places the shells on the atoll and
puts three chips from his stock
in front of his screen. All players
with a minimum bid of one shell
keep their bid and set out one
chip, the second-highest bid al-

OUT OF MINE!

NO YELLOW, BUT 2X RED AND GREEN
Dwarves try to find crystals that
elves told them were there to
find, in the mines assigned to
them. You are given a mining
board and choose one side; six
more boards are set aside for later use. Treasure cards indicate,
which and how many of the differently shaped crystal tiles one
can use to fill the mining board.
For a round you draw a treasure
card face-down. On a signal all

www.gamesjournal.at
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turn over their treasure card and
start to mine. For mining you
take the crystal tiles indicated on
your card from the table and try
to cover all cases on the board
without anything sticking out.
To take tiles and to place them
on the board you may only use
one hand. You may give back
tiles and take new ones and can
use both hands to relocate tiles
on the board.

PLAYED FOR YOU

lows you to set out two chips. If
you bid zero shells you take all
shells from the atoll. The player
who made the highest bid places his chips on the board, then
the others follow according to
the value of their bids. You place
your chip either on a resources
tile or on a free palm case, if
there is one of your chips on an
adjacent case. If you have collected the necessary resources
and have marked a palm case at
the coast, you set up a Moai and
mark those resources you spent
with shells. If you are first to set
up all your own Moais and the
Chief Moai, you win.
Orongo is a good and challenging family game that is easily accessible; chance dominates the
availability of resources, tactic
governs chip placement - larger
connected areas are best - and
also the value of your bids, as
the highest bid allows you to
claim three of four newly revealed resources. þ

INFORMATION

When someone is done, he calls
“Out of Mine” and all check their
boards and remove all incorrectly placed tiles - those are
tiles that stick out over the edge
or have another color than indicated on the card or do not
correspond to the number indicated there - and then you score
10 points minus empty cases on
your board. If you called “Out
of Mine”, you score 2 bonus
points and give out new mining
boards to all players. After seven
such rounds you win with the
highest total score.
In the advanced version you can
score bonuses for correctly covering elven cases or - in another
variant - score bonuses or penalties for elements in the mines,
like rats.
Simply nice! In the basic version this is a well-working family
game that combines the mechanism from Ubongo with a cute
background story; experienced
players will have more fun with
the advanced versions. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 38 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2014
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Bidding, constructing
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Challenging family game
* Chance element in
resources availability
can counteract tactics *
Component colors a bit
problematic
Compares to:
Placement games for combinations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: M. N. Andersen
Artist: Marek Blaha
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! & friends 2014
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement, area filling
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good mix of hectic and
considering * Well-known
mechanism, nicely varied
* High replay value due to
variations from boards and
treasure cards
Compares to:
Ubongo and other area-filling tile
placement games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u PHARA-OH-OH! / PLANES

PHARA-OH-OH!

SCARABS FOR THE BURIAL CHAMBER
The grave of Pharao Anopheles
has been robbed and since then
his mummy is perpetually roaming through the pyramid’s corridors and must be released. But
to achieve this you must manage to reach the burial chamber
with the scarabs that were stolen. The board is covered with
face-down desert, pyramid and
burial chamber tiles and the
mummy trap is prepared from

7

colored boulder pieces and the
Pharao’ Staff. In your turn you
must either reveal a new desert or pyramid tile or choose a
tile already revealed and take
a boulder of this color from the
mummy trap. If you manage
this without boulders or staff
falling out of the mummy trap
you may move your marker to
the next case in the color of the
piece. If you not manage it, you

PLANES

FROM CHECK-IN TO THE GATE
You represent a group of travelers trying to board their plane.
You are impeded by groups of
other players and neutral travelers while coping with your luggage, passing security and trying to grab a bite near your gate.
In each round of the game you
have a turn of three phases - one
optional action, one compulsory movement and an optional
meeting of a game goal. For an
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optional action you play a card
from your hand and implement
it; the card thus used does not
earn you victory points and
cannot be used for a goal later
in the turn. For the movement
you take all passenger cubes
from one case on the board and
leave one cube in each case that
you cross. If you have reached
your destination you place all
remaining cubes there. You can

must move backwards. On a
scarab case you receive a scarab
and you can never own more
than four at any time. When
an adventurer or the mummy
reaches a mummy case, the
mummy moves as many cases
as there are symbols on the
case, until the mummy ends up
on a case without mummy symbols. The mummy moves only
within the pyramid and turns
around, if necessary. When you
end up on a case together with
the mummy you must discard a
scarab or move back. If you own
two scarabs you may enter the
burial chamber. If you manage
to turn over both burial chamber tiles one after the other
and pull out the corresponding
boulders, you win the game.
There are two variants, „Abenteuerliche Gerölllawine“and for
younger players, ages 5+, a variant„Schnell in die Grabkammer“
without mummies and scarabs.
This is a pretty and well-working
adventure in the pyramid, dexterity and a little bit of tactic in
choosing possible colors are on
demand. þ

INFORMATION

only enter a gate and board a
plane with a cube in the color
of the plane and this cube must
be the last one in the movement
phase. Your own passengers
and passengers of other players in the plane score points at
the end of the game, for boarding a neutral passenger you
draw two cards. To meet a goal
you play a card from your hand,
provided the goal stated on the
card is available somewhere on
the board at this time. If a player
has filled all his planes or there
is a minimum of 12 cubes of any
color on the board, each player
adds up his victory points from
goals met and passengers in
your planes.
The unusual topic attracts attention and the very attractive
components make you want to
begin playing instantly - which
works well due to the easy basic rules; details for actions and
goals are well presented on the
cards. Lots of tactic and a rather
small element of chance provide good fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer + Team
Artist: Eva Czerwenka
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2015
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic and mechanism fit
nicely together * Easy to
play * Also good family
game
Compares to:
Dexterity games featuring
picking up items without accidents
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: David Short
Artist: K. Fitzgerald, I. Studio
Price: ca. 30 Euros
Publisher: Alderac Entertain. 14
www.alderac.com

EVALUATION
place, collect
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New, rare topic * Topic very
nicely implemented * Lots
of tactic and little luck
Compares to:
All placement games using
cards to meet goals
Other editions:
Currently none
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PROHIS / RATTLEBONES t

PROHIS

LEGAL AND ILLEGAL TRANSPORTS
As a smuggler you transport
legal and illegal cargo and can
become the richest player by
the means of bluff and negotiations. Other players can control
your cargo - and maybe - confiscate it. The game features 58
legal goods, 30 illegal goods
and 20 controllers - Lieutenants,
Captains and Inspectors. Each
player is given one Captain and
one Inspector, the others are not

used, and the Lieutenants are
shuffled with all goods cards.
You are dealt four cards and four
cards are displayed openly. In
your turn you can draw 1 or 2
cards or try to get a cargo across.
You can take two open-faced
cards or one open and one facedown, or one only, either an
open one or a face-down one,
but always only up to a hand
limit of 8 cards.

RATTLEBONES

CUSTOMIZE YOUR DICE!
In Rattlebones you move your
markers to change the sides of
your dice and score points with
those sides. You add seven out
of twelve randomly chosen
board cards to the board and
begin the game with one grey,
white and black die, each featuring one Rattlebones symbol and
the numbers 2 to 6. Rattlebones
begins on case 65 of the scoring
track and monkey markers of all

www.gamesjournal.at

players at the start.
In your turn you choose one of
your dice and can spend one
gold each for using a second
and third die. Then you roll those
dice and resolve their results.
For a number you move one of
your monkey markers as many
steps and can replace one side
of your die (not the Rattlebones
symbol) by a symbol of the case
you reached and then imple-

PLAYED FOR YOU

To get a convoy across you lay
down 2 to 4 cards from your
hand face-down. If nobody
wants to control it, you set the
cards aside. If someone wants
to control, he plays a controller who checks 1 to 3 cards
according to his rank. When
several players want to control,
the highest-ranking controller
played gets to do it. You can negotiate with the controller and/
or bribe him with cards; he in
turn can accept or decline. If he
controls cards are turned over
one by one; when smuggled illegal goods are found, the controller gets the cargo. If he only
finds legal goods the convoy
gets through and you get the
controller card. When all players
pass in a round, the game ends
and you sum stock + controller
- smuggled goods.
The game lives off negotiation
and bluff; if those elements are
used intensely the game is fun;
if not it is simply a question of
probability if smuggled goods
are found. þ

INFORMATION

ment the corresponding action
when you roll that symbol later.
Actions are, for instance, take
gold, roll again, score points for
positions on the scoring track,
take markers to score points for
them in certain situations, for
instance when all markers of a
kind have been taken, or score
points for the current position
of the train on its track. If you
score points you advance them
on the scoring track. For Rattlebones you move his marker one
step backwards on the scoring
track. Then you can move any of
your monkeys by one step and,
if possible, change one side of
the die. But should Rattlebones
encounter the scoring marker of
another player, the game ends
instantly and the winner is whoever is in first position on the
scoring track.
Cute, very nice and something
quite different, this well-working implementation of the rarely used mechanism of variable
dice icons; the end-of-game
condition, too, is a thrilling idea!
þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Marc Brunnenkant
Artist: Tony Rochon
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Blackrock Éditions 14
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Bluff, negotiation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
German edition with
Heidelberger Spieleverlag
* Good game if there are
intensive negotiations and
bribery
Compares to:
All games believing/checking announcements
Other editions:
Heidelberger Spieleverlag, Arclight

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Stephen Glenn
Artist: Claus Stephan und Team
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Rio Grande Games 14
www.riograndegames.com

EVALUATION
Variable dice
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute game idea * Unusual
end-of-game condition *
Very nice design without
providing a topic
Compares to:
All Lego games using
variable dice
Other editions:
Currently none
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u SHEILA SHARK / SPEXXX

SHEILA SHARK

INK CLOUDS SHEILA’S VISION
Little girl shark Sheila is threatening the colorful fish in the
coral reef. Tinto the Octopus is
helping them with ink to cloud
Sheila’s vision. Sheila is set down,
with nine puzzle pieces next to
her. The board is set down, nine
blue fish, numbered 1 to 9, are
laid out next to it and three fish
of a kind are set down in each of
the four quarters of the board.
You roll the die: If you roll a blue

4

octopus symbol you may turn
over a fish in the plan segment
indicated by the number next
to the octopus. If the fish shows
an ink spot on its backside,
you may place one of the nine
puzzle parts into Sheila’s shark
shape. When you roll Sheila, all
players must call “Hai- Alarm”
and the active player turns the
shark spinner. The active player
then turns over a fish in the seg-

SPEXXX

3x4 +2x2 = 1 PURPLE CASE
You want to collect points by
placing markers of your color
according to results achieved by
rolling dice. Points are accrued
from forming chains of three or
more of your own markers; such
chains are called Spexxx. The
board is divided into six areas in
different colors, separated by silver and gold colored diagonals.
Each color area comprises different numbers of individual cases.
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Each of those cases is defined
as the crossing of row and column by the markings for rows
and columns; the markings are
made up from a dice value plus
a number value for the number
of symbols, for instance 3x4.
As the active player you roll five
dice up to a maximum of four
times and can set aside dice in
each roll and/or re-roll dice previously set aside. Then you place

ment indicated by the spinner:
If the fish shows an ink spot at
the back, you can again place
a part of the Sheila puzzle. If
the fish does not show an ink
spot, Sheila catches a fish and
the active player takes the blue
fish with the lowest number. All
players may always give advice
on which fish to turn over. When
you manage to fill Sheila completely with all nine puzzle parts
before Sheila has caught all nine
blue fish the winner is whoever
holds fewest blue fish.
In a variant you add three puzzle parts without ink spot to the
stock of puzzle parts; if you pick
up one of those parts you may
not place it.
Sheila Shark offers a very nice
background story for a rather
simple memo game. If the
numbers on the blue fish are
disregarded, even four-year old
children can play the game on
their own. þ

INFORMATION

one of your markers onto a case
on the board, according to the
result of your rolls. To mark a red,
purple or silver case you need to
use all five dice, for the other colors this is not necessary. To mark
a silver or gold case you must
be able to form a sequence of
five or four dice consecutive
dice values. You decide how you
want to use your dice result. If
you cannot use a result to place
a marker at all, you must discard
a marker.
When you manage to form a
Spexxx with three or more of
your markers you score points in
relation to case color and number of markers in the Spexxx.
Individual markers do not score.
When all players have used or
discarded their markers, you
win with the highest total score.
Spexxx is a nice family game, of
course chance-driven by rolling
dice but providing enough tactical possibilities to avoid being
a pure game of luck. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Beate Nikolai
Artist: Sonja Spaltenstein + Team
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! & friends 2015
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
cooperation, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de dk en fr nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Attractive components * Simple rules
Compares to:
All cooperative memo
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: R. Dijkstra, R. Lammers
Artist: Choi Wan Lee
Price: ca. 15 Euros
Publisher: Waterfall Games 2014
www.waterfallgames.nl

EVALUATION
Placement, dice-based
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nicely varied standard
mechanisms * Free choice
how you use your results
* Enough tactics to be not
purely chance-driven
Compares to:
All placement games using dice
results
Other editions:
Currently none
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SUSHI DRAFT! / TAKAMATSU t

SUSHI DRAFT!

MORE CUCUMBER MAKI
OR SALMON ROLL?
Sushi is featured on the menu
today and players turn it into a
competition - you want to win
victory points by eating more
Sushi of a kind than the other
players or eat most varieties of
sushi for dessert points. There
are five different types of sushi
- 8x Tuna Sushi, 7x California
Prawn, 6x Salmon Roll, 5x Cucumber Maki, 4x Mackarel Temaki - and also two joker cards

8

that can replace each type of
sushi.
Then there are also 18 chips that
show each of the sushi types
three times and also three times
dessert and carry victory points
on the back side.
Each player is dealt six cards for
his hand. You choose one card
and lay it out face-down, keep
one more in your hand and
hand on the rest. This is repeat-

TAKAMATSU

COMPETING SAMURAI
Tokugawa Ieyasu, the new Shogun of Japan, demands that his
Daimyos spend half of a year in
Edo and, in turn, awards them
new fiefs, so called Hans. Han
Takamatsu is about to be awarded by the Shogun to the winner
of a competition.
As a Daimyo you send your
samurai along the palace; if a
Samurai reaches a room in the
color of his Daimyo, the pagoda

www.gamesjournal.at

of this Daimyo is moved on the
victory points track.
All Samurai start in the rooms
of their color, three in the outer
rooms, two in the inner ones.
Shogun cards with positive or
negative values are stacked
face-down; five of them are depending on their backside displayed face-up or face-down;
negative values appear only on
open-faced cards. In your turn

PLAYED FOR YOU

ed five times. Then you score the
displays and take Sushi Points if
you have most sushi of one kind
and dessert points if you collect
most varieties of sushi. In case of
a tie the points go the player in
second place. A joker can only
be used for a type of sushi of
which you already hold a minimum of one card. After three
such rounds you win with the
highest total score.
In the Advanced Rules joker
cards only count for half a card in
a collection of one type. Should
your sushi collection hold a card
with a Wasabi symbol, the collection of this type is only worth
half a variety to make achieving
dessert a lot harder.
Sushi Draft offers, with simple
and few means, a very wellworking card game despite
some imbalance between luck
and tactic; luck dominates due
to the card dealing and you cannot predict what will come back
to you. And yet, Sushi draft is an
attractive and fun family game!
þ

INFORMATION

you must move at least one
of your Samurai. You choose a
Samurai and must, in case of
opposing Samurai being present in the room - take along at
least one of them, you may take
along more. A room with one
or two Samurai can be emptied, otherwise you must leave
a minimum of one Samurai behind. The range for the move
equals the number of samurai
that you move or is given by a
marking in the room. When a
Samurai reaches a room in his
color, you take a Shogun card
for each Samurai in given order
and move your pagoda accordingly. When any pagoda reaches
case 20, you win at the end of
the round with most points after implementing face-down
Shogun cards.
Takamatsu comprises only a
few rules and offers a fantastic
tactical game with a very low
element of chance and lots of
interaction from taking along
opposing Samurai; due to the
regulated taking of Shogun
cards you can force an opponent to take negative cards. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-5

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Takahiro
Artist: Not named
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Blue Orange Games 14
www.blueorangegames.eu

EVALUATION
Drafting, set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
High chance factor * Not
really predictable * Some
tactic possible due to
watching other players
Compares to:
All sorts of collecting
games using drafting
Other editions:
KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Martin Schlegel
Artist: K. Franz, A. Kattnig
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2014
www.muecke-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Allure of the game is
provided by the variable
number of pieces to move
* Topic not really implemented by the mechanism
* Basically abstract, very
good tactical game * Topic not
necessary
Compares to:
All position games using moving of
opponents’ pawns and achieving of
positions
Other editions:
Currently none
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u TALO / THE HARE & THE TORTOISE

TALO

TEN LEVELS TO WIN
All players want to be first to
reach level 10, so you need to
cleverly build and move.
The game comprises 55 wooden blocks of different length,
varying from 1 to 10.
The active player rolls and takes
either one block of the corresponding length or two blocks
of a total length equal to the
die result, from general stock.
You place those blocks either

6
horizontally or vertically, never
diagonally, and always with the
grid of your own building place,
and up to a maximum height
of 10. From level 2 onwards the
blocks may stick out over the
border of the grid. When your
construction topples and you
cannot reconstruct it exactly as
it was, you have lost the game.
You move your own marker either before or after building or

THE HARE & THE TORTOISE

A RACE FOR FIVE

In the third game of the series
Tales & Games in the book cassette box Aesop’s fable of the
race between the hare and the
tortoise is transformed into a
race between hare, tortoise,
wolf, lamb and fox. Each player
is given one card secretly for
his starting bet. Then the track
is randomly assembled, you
can also choose the side and
orientation for each tile. Now
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each player is dealt seven race
cards and places one of them
next to his starting bet card;
you can choose the same animal as on the starting bet card.
In each round, in your turn, you
lay down one to four cards of
the same animal and refill your
hand. When at the end of a player’s turn exactly eight cards or
four cards for the same animal
have been played, the racing

even in between placing two
blocks. You can move it over
any distance, also upwards or
downwards, but always only
one level higher or lower in
one step. You also may pass
underneath blocks if the gap
has minimum height 2. But you
must take good care that your
marker is always positioned
exactly within the limits of one
square of the building grid and
that blocks on higher levels are
also exactly aligned with the
grid lines. Opposing markers
cannot be jumped over and
only one marker can occupy any
given grid square. Should your
marker be completely enclosed
or blocked without any option
to move it may begin again on
Level 0 in your next turn. If you
are first to reach level 10 with
your marker, you win.
This mechanisms are not new,
but have been well varied by
the rolling for blocks and the
alignment to the grid. A very
good and challenging game for
all the family, some games are
fast and simple, others tricky,
but always thrilling. þ

INFORMATION

phase of the round begins and
each animal moves in relation to
the cards played, always in the
order of hare, tortoise, wolf, fox
and lamb. When, for instance, 1
to 4 hare cards were played, the
hare moves advances two tiles.
For 0-3 cards the tortoise moves
forward 1 tile, and the wolf
moves one tile for 1-2 cards; the
fox moves as many tiles forward
as there were cards played and
the lamb as many tiles as cards
plus one. There are special cases
for each animal, too, so, for instance, the lamb stops early if
it encounters a tile featuring
water. When three animals have
reached the finish, the bets are
revealed and you score points
accordingly.
The Hare & the Tortoise is a very
good family game that also features simplified rules for younger children. The components
are very pretty and lovingly
designed and there is enough
tactic in the game for it to remain interesting for yet another
game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Uta Krüger und Team
Artist: Johann Rüttinger
Price: ca. 38 Euro
Publisher: Drei Hasen i. d. A. 14
www.hasehasehase.de

EVALUATION
construction, movement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice components *
Well-structured, clear and
simple rules * Very different
individual games due to
dice rolling
Compares to:
Plateau X, Turmbauer, Die Aufsteiger
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Gun-Hee (Gary) Kim
Artist: Mathieu Leyssenne
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Iello / Purple Brain 14
www.iello.fr

EVALUATION
Racing, fairy tales
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series: Tales & Games *
Marvelous components *
Rules variant for younger
children * Well-working
family game * High replay
value
Compares to:
Race games with cards, topic-wise all
games of this series
Other editions:
Asterion Press, Lex Games, Piece Craft
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TOD DEM TYRANNEN / TSCHAKKA LAKKA t

TOD DEM TYRANNEN

KING VERSUS ASSASSINS
One player represents the evil
King and his knights who must
fight their way through the rebellious burghers to the castle
while arresting suspicious burghers on the ways and trying to
eliminate assassins. The other
player as the Rebel embodies
the aggravated burgher mob including three assassins that plan
to kill the king.
Depending on the side of the

board you want to use you
prepare the set-up in different
ways, but in each game the rebel chooses three of his burghers
for the assassins. At the start of
each round you turn up a card
from the round card deck, this
cards states the action point allotment of the round for both
players.
The King spends action points
to move the king and his knights

TSCHAKKA LAKKA

RACCOON, ADVENTURES
AND TREASURES
In the temple of Mayan god
Tschakka Lakka players try, assisted by Raccoon Jones, to
collect jewels and treasures by
rolling and placing dice. In your
turn you first relocate Raccoon
Jones, he must end up sitting
next to a filled treasure chamber. Then you roll available dice,
seven at the start of your turn,
set skulls representing traps
aside and then place one or
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more dice directly next to one
treasure chamber in range, that
is, a treasure chamber next to
Raccoon Jones or next to a treasure chamber that was already
unblocked by Tschakka Lakka.
Dice placed next to a treasure
must have the treasure’s color
and you need up to three dice
to unblock a treasure in relation to its size. After each roll
you must be able to place at

PLAYED FOR YOU

and to shove, take prisoner or
eliminate burghers and assassins. Only knights can shove and
a character that is shoves moves
one step in the direction the
knight did move; if it thereby
enters a taken square, the character there is shoved, too, but
never off the board and never
on a square with king or knights.
The Rebel uses action points to
move burghers and revealed assassins, to eliminate knights and
to attack the king. As King you
win instantly if you did eliminate
all three assassins or if the king
enters the castle. The Rebel wins
if he eliminates the king or if all
round cards have been played
and the king has not yet entered
the castle.
Tod dem Tyrannen offers a fantastic mix of strategy, tactic and
a bit of bluff. It is an attractive
and challenging game for two
players with lots of depth and
intensity, in which the roles of
King and Rebel are asymmetrical; thus the rules recommend
a two play two games with
changing rules. þ

INFORMATION

least one die next to a treasure
or your turn ends and you must
hand over all seven dice to the
next player. Then you can continue and roll remaining available dice again for additional
placements or stop and collect
treasures released by dice you
placed. Should then all treasure
chambers adjacent to a jewel be
empty, you receive the jewel as
a gift. When only three jewels
are left in the temple you win, at
the end of the round, with most
points from treasures, jewels
and majorities in treasure colors.
Tschakka Lakka presents a familiar mechanism in an attractive
version, the mechanism of continue-at-risk or stop is always
thrilling and good fun. The tactical element introduced with the
majority scoring counteracts
the chance element of dice rolling at least a little bit; interaction
is restricted to some gloating
when the third die needed for a
big red treasure does not come
up for one of your opponents. þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Łukasz Woźniak
Artist: Chistowski, Teliga, Carey
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2014
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Placement, bluff
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
German edition of King
& Assassins, 2013 * Good
clear rules offering easy
access * High replay value *
Intense game play
Compares to:
All asymmetrical games featuring
two factions
Other editions:
Galakta, Poland; Runes Editions,
France

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: David Cochard und Team
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2015
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dice rolls, collect, risk
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice family game *
Simple rules * Majority
scoring introduces some
tactic * Nice version of
the continue-or-stop
mechanism
Compares to:
All games with a stop/continue
mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none
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u VENEZIA 2099 / VILLANNEX

VENEZIA 2099

SAVE YOURSELF AND WORKS OF ART!
In the year 2099 Venice is about
to sink and we are collectors of
art and try to save those Venetian treasures.
64 tiles - parts of the city and
floating platforms - are randomly distributed on the 8x8
grid, city side up; 42 prophecy
cards are distributed evenly and
each player gets number of
cards + 1 coins. Then you place
your markers - one per tile, all

8

markers of a player on different
values of tiles or on a platform.
You play in turn and can move
a marker - over land or with a
gondola, not directly over water and other markers, but over
and onto floating platforms.
Then you can buy a treasure in
the color of a tile with one of
your markers on it and for the
price of one coin more as then
already on the tile; the coins you

VILLANNEX

RIVALRY OF MAYORS

Villages are joint together and
the mayors want to proof that
their village is the best of all. The
value of a village results from resources plus bonuses from job
cards; building cards change the
value of resources.
The game comprises 32 Village
cards, made up from 24 building
cards and 8 occupation cards,
plus 8 Production cards. A player’s village consists of two cards
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laid out on the table. A player’s
resources are those cases on his
cards that are actively producing due to a production card
underneath. Village cards are
shuffled, you are dealt six village
card and two production cards.
You choose four of those six
village cards (occupation or
building cards) and show them
to all players. The remaining
two cards are taken out of play.

pay are put on the tile. Then you
must play the lowest of your
prophecy cards and turn over
the tile that corresponds to it
in color and value to its water
side. IF there is a marker on the
board it falls into the water and
is out of play; its owner can deflect this by playing a gondola
card and placing the marker on
any remaining tile. After the last
prophecy card has been played
you score treasures in relation to
the remaining tiles of this color fewer tiles score more points - as
well as remaining markers, tiles
with X and coins and win with
the highest total score.
Venezia 2009 is a good family
game that - due to the random
distribution of tiles - plays differently each time; you can do little
to no planning, but have tactical options via gondola cards
and prophecy cards. If you pay
close attention you can find out
if there are secure tiles and plan
treasure acquisition towards the
end of the game. þ

INFORMATION

Then you secretly choose two
of those four cards and lay them
down. Now you choose the cases on those cards that you want
to be actively producing and
place production cards underneath them so that the arrows
point to the chosen cases. The
remaining two village cards are
not used and taken out of play.
Then you score your display as
regards to resources and card
effects according to their texts
and you win with the highest total score. You can, as an alternative, also play two such rounds
and there are optional rules, for
instance for drafting cards or for
a solitaire game.
Villannex is a challenging game
with a standard topic; the allure
is in the instant play - each decision for a card is final and cannot
be changed or modified - and in
the interrelations between villages of all players, so you must
consider those effects in your
decision - if you managed to remember the cards. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 42 and 43

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Leo Colovini
Artist: Massimiliano Longo
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2014
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Collecting treasures
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl
pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good components *
Simple mechanisms *
Prophecy cards provide
variety in individual games
* Tactic introduced by
prophecy cards and gondola cards
Compares to:
All collecting games with diminishing
board
Other editions:
Hobby World, Russia (announced)

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Takahiro
Artist: Takahiro
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: KogekogeDo 2014
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Card placement
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: de en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Cards with English text
* Rules in German and
English for download
Compares to:
Basically standard mechanisms, first game with this
kind of use
Player age questionable
Other editions:
Currently none
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WARHAMMER 40.000 CONQUEST / WOK STAR t

WARHAMMER 40.000 CONQUEST

DAS KARTENSPIEL

Warhammer 40.000 Conquest is
the newest addition to the continually expanding range of socalled Living Card Games - card
games for which there is always
a core game and series of six additional packs for expanding the
core game, each set of six comes
with a serial title, and each War
Pack is made up, contrary to collectible card games, from the
same cards.

Warhammer 40.000 is set in a
far, dark future - there is war in
the Traxis sector of the galaxy.
You command a faction and
must conquer three planets of
the same type and balance victory in today’s battles against
planning and preparations for
future battles. Each faction Space Marines, Astra Militarum,
The Orks, Chaos, Eldar, Dark Eldar or Tau – has its special deck

WOK STAR

SPRING ROLLS IN 20 SECONDS
All players cooperate to serve
customers quickly in real-time
in a Chinese restaurant setting.
After copious preparations you
play four rounds of three phases
each: Action. Accounting and
Purchase. In the action phase all
players roll their dice; then the
first player starts the timer and
reveals the top card of the deck.
In 20 seconds the order must
be filled and you reduce the

www.gamesjournal.at
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stock of ingredients accordingly.
Therefore you must also keep an
eye on the stock of ingredients
and place dice on preparation
cards in time to have ingredients available; you can swap
dice between players.
If an order was completed the
card is set aside for accounting,
otherwise the card is discarded;
the timer goes to the next player. Event cards appearing in the

PLAYED FOR YOU

and a special Warlord. A round
comprises the phases of Mobilization - you activate cards from
your hand; Command - you use
your command discs to deploy
warlords on planets and resolve
command conflicts; Conflict beginning with the first planet
there is conflict on each planet
with a Warlord; Headquarter
Phase -the First Planet marker
is relocated, the next planet
is revealed, you reactivate exhausted cards and hand over
the initiative marker. Conflicts
are resolved using detailed
rules. Alliances are possible with
your neighbors on the so called
Ally Wheel. You can incorporate
cards of those factions into your
deck.
Warhammer 40.000 Conquest
surely is a must for fans of the
Warhammer 40k universe, as it is
based on the Games Workshop
tabletop of the same name,
even if cards are a bit limited
for each faction in the core set,
and it provides solid fun with a
reasonable expenditure for additional cards. þ

INFORMATION

game deck are implemented instantly. When the deck has been
used up, the action phase of the
round ends and in the Accounting phase you sum earnings
from completed orders, penalty for unfilled orders and tips.
In Rounds 1 to 3 you can then
use the money earned to invest
in new recipes, better preparation cards and new ingredients;
this investment is the basis for
a successful round. Money not
spent can be taken into the next
round, but only up to round 3.
The final Round 4 starts with
zero money and ends after the
accounting phase! Only money
earned in this round counts
towards winning. In a game of
four players all together must
make a minimum of 80 $ to win
the game together.
This is a hectic pure, in a new,
creative and nice combination
of mechanisms, cooperation is
essential. The rules let you vary
the reaction time and number
of events card! Great fun! þ

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Lang, French, Anders
Artist: WiL Springer und Team
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2014
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Living card game
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
“Warlord” is the first set of
6 War Packs * Mix of card
hand management and set
collecting * Loosely based
on the Games Workshop
Warhammer 40k series
Compares to:
All other Living Card Games
Other editions:
Edge Entertainment, France/Spain;
Fantasy Flight, USA; Galakta, Poland

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Fowers, Mason
Artist: Ryan Goldsberry
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Game Salute 2014
www.gamesalute.com

EVALUATION
cooperative, resources
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
First edition 2010, Gabob
Games * New edition Game
Salute 2014 * Cooperation is essential * Lots of
administration necessary
between rounds
Compares to:
First game in this combination of
mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

CHOCOLATE FIX

Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel
Designer: Mark Engelberg

DISNEY STAR WARS ELFER RAUS!

8

Publisher: Ravensburger
Designer: not named

FIND DIE LIEBE

6

Publisher: Edition Erlkönig
Designer: Heinrich Glumpler

10

Sweet fun with logic, featuring chocolates and Petit Fours - the
salver shows nine positions for sweets - there are 3 pink, three
white and 3 brown pieces. 80 puzzles in varying degrees of difficulty give you hints how the pieces must be placed. Some
clues can only be placed in one way in the salver and therefore
show correct positions, other clues only show relative positions
among the pieces. Clues con give information on color and/or
shape and you have marker chip to make use of this information. Solutions are given at the back of the puzzle booklet. New
edition in the Series Brain Fitness Edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Four different variants are offered in the rules for this classic
card game using 80 cards - Junior game, Elfer raus!, Mogeln and
Zweikampf. In the basic game of Elfer raus! you place first the
red 11, if someone holds it, otherwise the green or blue one, is
laid out then you place cards next to it, either a 10 or a 12. A new
11 begins a new row. You can add as many cards as you want,
as long as the sequence is correct, but sometimes it is tactically
better not to play all possible cards to hinder other players in
adding. Variant featuring images from Star Wars.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Eight tiles each for letters L, I, E and B and one tile „The Heart“are
shuffled face-down and laid out in a 6x6 grid. You turn up a tile;
if it is the victim, you turn up all 8 tiles surrounding it. Then you
can try to form the word MÖRDER - the necessary tiles must lie
in the grid in the correct order, horizontally, vertically or diagonally adjacent, in the correct order. The chain may cross itself, but
you must have six tiles. If you do not succeed, your turn ends. If
you believe that the word cannot formed can quit the game, but
only one player can do so! The winner is whoever can form LIEBE
or has quit! Variants available for download.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

HANABI POCKET

Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designer: Antoine Bauza

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE BADEHASE

8

Publisher: Haba 2014
Designer: Miriam Koser

MEMORY XL

2

Publisher: Ravensburger
Designer: Wilhelm Hurter

6

All players together make up one firework in each color, using
cards of values One to Five in ascending order. You only see the
other players’ cards and give card information to a player or discard a card or play a card to a firework. To give information and
discard a card, one uses a white or black hint tile which is turned
over to the other side. If no corresponding tile is available, you
cannot perform the action. If you play a wrong card, you turn
over a lighting tile. Should the third lightning tile be turned over,
all have lost the game together. When the fireworks are complete and cards left in the draw pile, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr jp pl * In-game text: no

Bathing Bunny Blubbernase is splashing about in the tub and
his toys are submerged. Where are they? By assigning colors and
symbols you help Bathing Bunny Blubbernase to find his toys
again. The tub with Blubbernase is set up, the tiles are spread
face-down on the water surface. You roll the die and for a color
you try to find a tile in this color, for a symbol the corresponding
symbol on a tile. Or one player looks at a tile by himself, another
guesses what the tile depicts; for a wrong guess the tile is set
aside. You can also play a memo game in the style of “into my
tub I take ….”.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The well-known game mechanisms of memory are here used
for a game featuring image from the Disney Star Wars license.
72 cards form 36 pairs and show images from the animated
cartoon series. You decide on the layout for the cards - random
or in a grid - and you play according to standard memory rules:
In your turn you reveal two tiles. IF you have found a pair, you
keep it and can turn up another pair of cards. If you have turned
up different images, you turn both tiles over again and the turn
passes to the next player. When all pairs have been found and
taken you win with most pairs.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Cooperative card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 2+

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

SHUFFLE LITTLEST PET SHOP
Publisher: ASS Altenburger

STAR WARS DAS KARTENSPIEL ECHOS DER MACHT

5

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2013
Designer: Eric M. Lang

TOP TRUMPS MARVEL BARBIE
Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. The little LPS
animals play hide and seek and you win if you are first to collect all seven animals. Cards are prepared, location cards are
laid out and animal cards displayed next to them. Each player
is given two spy cards. You choose one of them and take the
top animal card from this location. If you then draw a milkshake
card a meeting of animals occurs: You choose one animal from
each player, also one of your own, and place them in the middle,
shuffle them and deal them face down. Two identical animals
can be swapped for another one.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Rebels vs. Empire, using objective cards with missions and player
cards for units, events, enforcement and fate, five player cards per
objective cards, you choose objectives. You lay out cards, attack
opposing objectives and defend your own or play cards for Force.
The Empire wins when the Death Star Dial arrives at 12. The Rebels
must destroy three Empire objectives before the Empire wins.
Echos der Macht /Echos of the Force is the second cycle of expansion, with six packs - Helden und Legenden, Verlockung der
Dunklen Seite, Wissen zur Verteidigung, Übertreten oder Sterben,
Es hält die Galaxis zusammen and Dunkelheit und Licht. Version: de *
Rules: cn de en es nl pl * In-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Barbie
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card collecting game with app for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Expansion for Star Wars LCG game for 2 players, ages 10+

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players from age 8
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

OUR PHOTO

Foto: Spieleautorentreffen 2014 v.l.n.r.: Andreas Pelikan, Lothar Hemme, Klaus Ottmaier und Peter Eggert
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Offenlegung nach dem Mediengesetz: Medieninhaber, Eigentümer, Verleger und Hersteller: Verein „Österreichisches Spiele Museum“,
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das Österr. Spiele Museum für die Dauer der Arbeit kostenlos zur Verfügung. Niemand erhält Sach-,Service-, Geldleistungen von den Verlagen.
(Alle nicht namentlich gekennzeichneten Rezensionen zu den Spielen sind von Dagmar de Cassan) English Edition Version 1.0
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Termine und sonstige Infos. Wenn Sie noch nie eine Email von uns erhalten haben, fehlt uns Ihre Email!
Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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